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A new year, a new decade, and new
stirrings of life: this issue of Acu.
reaches you a few weeks after Chinese
New Year, when the weather may still be
cold, but the first shoots of new growth
are pushing up through the ground.
Strangely, a number of people I’ve
spoken to recently have felt a sense of a
new chapter beginning. Perhaps it can be
put down to the end of the political stasis
we’ve lived through in the last few years,
or that the extraordinary political and
environmental events of recent times
have seemed to accelerate us into a new
paradigm, but everywhere I go I hear
people talking about fresh starts, leaving
the old rancour behind, and pushing
forward with a fresh perspective.
For the Bazi-minded amongst you,
you’ll be pleased to hear that the
energies of this year, the yang metal rat,
are far more harmonious and fortuitous
than the somewhat extreme energies
of the previous three years. The metal
energy supports the rat’s water element,
bringing clarity, opportunity and
transformation – and the rat is also the
start of a fresh 12-year zodiacal cycle,
accentuating this dynamic of change.
Appropriately enough, this new era
has coincided with the accession of a
brand-new BAcC chief executive, Jennifer
Norton. You’ll find her first column
overleaf, and on page 16, as she answers
a handful of your pertinent questions,
we all get to know a little bit more about
her and her view of the road ahead.
So it feels like this spring marks the
turning of a page in many respects. The
Su Wen tells us that ‘the three months of
spring denote flourishing and spreading,
the breaking open of the old to create the
new’. In this spirit, your humble editorial
team have been going to bed late and
rising early to bring you an issue themed
around the topic of new growth – its
cultivation, nurturing and continuation.
Within these pages, you’ll find news

from the youngest acupuncture course
in the country, articles on the many ways
in which we can support and inspire
one another through our careers, and
case studies with which to sharpen your
diagnostic skills. Vanessa Covelo writes
about growing a new practice through
the stages of the five elements and, since
spring is also a time for going green,
we have Joe Jennings reporting on his
efforts to quantify the carbon cost of an
acupuncture business.
Nurturing growth is a lifelong
endeavour, of course, and we interview
Beverley de Valois in this issue on
her long and fascinating career as a
'research acupuncturist' in the NHS,
while elsewhere Maggie Bavington
raises a timely question of whether we
acupuncturists are making sufficient
provision for our pensions.
The Su Wen also advises that, in spring,
we should ‘loosen the hair, and relax
the body’, and you’ll also find plenty to
bring a smile to your face herein, with all
our regular columns from our esteemed
contributors, recipes, reviews, regional
news and – as always, hiding somewhere
in plain sight – that rhizomatic rascal
Moxi just waiting to be found.
As we go to press, Covid-19 is
continuing to spread, with uncertainty
about how the disease will develop. We
acupuncturists may have a role to play
in helping to treat the sequelae of the
virus and, as frontline health providers,
we should all be alert to the possibility of
patients having the illness and needing
speedy referral. Of course, we must also
look after our own health by making
doubly sure of our hygiene protocols.
‘Give life and do not kill, give and do
not take, reward and do not punish’ are
the final lines for this season. Let’s see if
we can step forward together this spring
with a sense of clear vision, mutual care,
and renewed sense of purpose.

Keynotes
I feel incredibly privileged to take on
the mantle of the new chief executive
of the British Acupuncture Council.
As we move into our 25th year, it is a
great opportunity to look to the past
and see the strong roots of cooperation
that brought this organisation into
existence, whilst also looking to the
future to how we grow and support you,
our members.
As a relative newcomer to
acupuncture and TCM I feel on
occasion like a secret door has been
opened in front of me. As I begin to
learn new philosophies of viewing the
world, Vanessa Covelo’s article on five
elements on page 26 really spoke to
me. I can sense how moving into spring
we are planting seeds, making new
plans and formulating new ideas to
advance the work of our organisation
in an inclusive and transparent way. I
can almost smell the wet forest floor,
hear the wood swell and see new leaves
begin to burst.
Coming from a membership
organisation background I am well
aware that in order to flourish we
need to ensure that we are all working
together with clear objectives and goals.
I am heartened to see the work that
has already taken place by members
to create a new five-year strategy for
the BAcC that supports you in your
practice. I wish to thank all of you that
have taken part in this important piece
of work. It is through your support that
together we can build a stronger, more
robust organisation.
As you will know, the Governing Board
(GB) and committees of the BAcC are
led by practitioner members. These
members are key to understanding
issues you may be facing and they are
acting as your voice. I am delighted
to work alongside such hardworking
members, led by our chair, Sarah
Attwell-Griffiths. Sarah’s calm
resilience combined with her true
love for acupuncture make her ideally
suited to this role. I want to take this
time to thank her, the GB, committees,
and most especially the staff, for their
warm, patient and supportive welcome
as I begin to take on this new role.
I am heartened to learn of the services
we already provide to our members.
The five-year plan focuses in the first
instance on supporting you, as well as
supporting the efficacy of acupuncture,
advocating on your behalf and
disseminating information to the public
and governments more widely. The
Board, committees, and staff will align
ourselves to the new strategy and report
directly to you on our achievements. At
the same time, we are aware of the toll
the climate emergency is taking on the

earth and with your backing, we aim to
do our bit to take care of our planet.
Openness about the issues you face
is also important, so that we can learn,
improve and shape what the BAcC
offers you. We understand that as
sole practitioners, you can at times
feel isolated. We plan to improve our
outreach to you, through conferences,
events and regional group meetings.
We want to ensure that we work with
you not to be punitive but rather to
maintain and reinforce your high
professional standards.
As with all membership organisations,
you have chosen to be a member of
the BAcC because you truly believe in
the coming together to support your
practice, to learn from others and
promote the profession to the wider
public. I am aware that there have been
difficulties in the past, and through
openness and transparency we can
build on those solid roots the founders
gave us and nurture a strong and robust
organisation.
Communication directly with you, our
members is critical. As you know, better
than me, wood is associated with anger.
We have all had that feeling of not being
listened to – it can lead to frustration,
and ultimately, hurt and anger. Your
concerns are at the forefront of our
mind in our 25th year. We must and we
will listen to you.
Thunderstorms are welcomed
sometimes; they help to clear the air
and bring a fresh new breeze. I plan
to spend this year, travelling to meet
you in your practices, to listen and
learn from you.

To flourish we
need to ensure
that we are
all working
together with
clear objectives
and goals

‘If we had no winter, spring would
not be so pleasant’
Anne Bradstreet
Jennifer Norton 〉
020 8735 1206 〉
jennifer@acupuncture.org.uk

Jennifer Norton
Chief Executive
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Acubites
A smörgåsbord of plant-based newsbits prepared with members in mind

Your editorial team

Steve Wheeler

Houri Alavi

Health campaigns
coming up
Use these campaigns as a hook for your
practice marketing or promotion and
support all of us in the BAcC
MS Awareness Week 〉 20-26
20 April 〉 with a spotlight on mental
health problems faced by those
with MS and their loved ones plus
encouraging the community to speak up
and seek support 〉 mystory@mstrust.org.
uk 〉 #myinvisibleMS
APR

National Stroke Awareness
Month 〉 May 〉 Stroke Association
fundraising campaign is asking
people to ‘Make May Purple’ 〉
stroke.org. uk 〉 #MakeMayPurple
MAY

1

May Measurement Month 〉
1 May 〉 International Society of
Hypertension encourages people
to have their BP checked in May 〉 ishworld.com 〉 #checkyourpressure
MAY

World IBD Day 〉 19 May 〉
highlighting the impact of Crohn's
disease and ulcerative colitis (IBD)
on a person´s professional life 〉 efcca.
org 〉 #ittakesguts
MAY

19

Men’s Health Week 〉 15-21
June 〉 did you know that one
man in five dies before the age of
65? 〉 menshealthforum.org.uk/mhw 〉
#menshealthweek
JUN

15

Cash in on Acu.
Do you want to sell a couch or some
acupuncture textbooks? Got a room to
rent out? Looking for volunteers? Don’t
forget Acu. classifieds – 40 words a pop
and FREE to all members and students.
We can help you reduce, reuse and
recycle 〉 editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Jonquil Westwood
Pinto

Sally Crowther

TCM Kongress
Rothenburg:
19-23 May
The 51st TCM Kongress Rothenburg
cordially invite you to participate
and experience the diversity of
Chinese medicine! Their theme
is The Earth School, Gastro and
Neurogastroenterology, Li Gao: Pi
Wei Lun – giving a Chinese medicine
perspective on neurogastroenterology,
a relatively new field in western clinical
medicine – plus a focus on Doctor Li
Gao, a prominent figure from ancient
Chinese medicine 〉
tcm-kongress.de/en/index.htm

Wellness trend
predictions for 2020
According to the
Global Wellness
Summit top
predicted trends in
wellness for this
year include: a
deeper focus on
circadian health
– sleeping, eating
and living in tune
with natural
circadian rhythms; growth in influence
of the 60+ generation, who are wealthier
and healthier than ever before; a lot
more about ‘J-Wellness’ – ie Japanese
wellness – including discussion of ideas
about embracing imperfection,
longevity, social and community
wellness, connecting to others and
nature, as well as the use of technology
to promote wellness and
health 〉 tinyurl.com/yx6sslaw

Scott Bridges

Tim Brown

Future of fungi
If you’re
interested in the
medicinal,
magical world of
mushrooms, a
new FREE
exhibition at
Somerset House
in London
celebrates all the
progressive,
poetic and
psychedelic
wonder of mushrooms.
Bringing together the work of artists,
designers and musicians, Mushrooms:
The Art, Design and Future of Fungi
looks at fungi’s colourful cultural
legacy, as well as the promise it offers
to reimagine our relationship with the
planet 〉 tinyurl.com/rv5e9go

Coronavirus action
If you’re looking for
a different angle on
coronavirus,
Covid-19, you might
find this Chinese
herbal medicine
article of interest 〉
tinyurl.com/svvdstu
Most importantly, please make sure
you keep up to date with the latest
advice and guidance from Public
Health England by regularly checking
government websites.
If you have any questions or concerns,
contact the BAcC for support.
Hannah Bowie-Carlin 〉 020 8735 1226
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Positive outcome for
Christie NHS Trust
research
New UK research
confirms
acupuncture
benefits for chemotherapy induced
peripheral neuropathy. The Christie
NHS Trust in Manchester reported very
positively on their trial of acupuncture
for chemotherapy induced peripheral
neuropathy (CIPN). The study of 120
participants reported 68 per cent of
patients in the acupuncture plus standard
care group had improved dexterity and
mobility compared with only 33 per cent
receiving standard care alone.
Chief investigator and consultant
oncologist Professor Andrew Wardley
said, ‘We hope this trial will lead to
a new standard of care for treating
this condition, improving the lives of
millions of patients’.
The most recent systematic review
from 2019 – with 386 patients in total
– found acupuncture to be an effective
treatment for CIPN pain and functional
limitations, but conclusions were limited
due to the small number and size of the
trials (Chien 2019), in this respect the
larger Christie study will be a valuable
addition 〉 tinyurl.com/srbexom

Group transitions

Kate Henley writes: We came together
in 2012 following a supervision training
in Bristol with Isobel Cosgrove and
Sally Blades. Over eight years the group
has grown in depth to foster deep
reflective practices for us all, in a safe
and enabling space.
Read more about Kate’s experience in
our Acu. spring spread on pages 22-25.

Scott abroad: not
drowning but waving
The Acu. team’s
very own Scott
Bridges has been
sailing the high
seas and working
as resident
acupuncturist on
a cruise ship since
last November.
Working 12 hours
a day on sea days,
he said that life
afloat had its ‘ups and downs’… but
from the photos he's been sharing, it
looks like he’s enjoyed some pretty
tasty onshore days off too!

Just me &
Spotty Bob
Member Sarah
Field writes: I'm
busy building my
practice, so booked
a stall at a local
wellbeing event.
With a tight start-up
budget the chance
to borrow the BAcC
banners was a great
help – it’s nice to
have something to
stand next to! ‘Spotty Bob’, my points
model, and a point location poster were
useful and colourful as well.
People were interested in the
equipment we use: electroacupuncture
machine, cups, moxa. I also had a needle
pad, to demonstrate the process and
how our needles are really nothing to be
afraid of. A little information about the
forthcoming year of the Rat and a bowl
of sweets bought from my local Chinese
supermarket were also well received.
The list of fact sheets I'd printed
off from the BAcC website prompted
many questions and conversations
about what we can help support.
Personalising the banner with my
business name and wearing a name
badge also helped break the ice.
Above all, with a good sense of
humour and a plentiful supply of cake,
it was a good day all round! Let’s hope
it generates some useful business.

Who's won a Moxi?
Who spotted Moxi tugging at the hem of a conference-goer
on page 28 of the winter issue? The winner of the Point
Functions book was a very elated Valeria Frank.

News
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Need to know
Pressed for time? Want to grab the
essential info now and read the rest
later? Here’s where to start

Code or Guide?
read the difference 〉 p11
What's the CEO thinking?
Jennifer Norton answers your questions 〉 p11
Carbon footprint concerns?
learn how to take positive steps 〉 p20
Why no nest egg?
it's never too late to start 〉 p29
Do you like acupuncturists?
find out how to meet more of them 〉 p32

42 hours inside a
hospital…

… learning new needle insertion
techniques, new acupuncture points,
tuina massage and visiting the
rehabilitation hall! And 16 hours of
lectures about needling, scalp acupuncture
and how Chinese doctors treat certain
conditions. Great Experience! blogs Maria
Raquel Palva about her time in Harbin
on this year’s BAcC China trip 〉
acupuncturebyraquel.blogspot.com

And remember, if you spot some nibbles of news you'd like to share in Acubites, just send them our way 〉 editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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PR action
Freelance PR consultant Katie Osborne talks us through what's been happening on the PR front this past quarter

Katie
Osborne
PR Consultant
It’s been a busy few months what
with the general election, Christmas
and New Year and then Brexit! But
throughout it all we have been
beavering away in the background
making sure acupuncture remains part
of the conversation.
We have lots of plans for this year, and
as I write this we’re building up to our
parliamentary reception, rescheduled for
11 March. As many of you will remember
this event was originally arranged for
last November but due to the unexpected
election call, we took a last-minute
decision to postpone until spring.
MP Virendra Sharma is sponsoring the
event and will hopefully be in attendance.
The invitations have gone out and I
am now busy with the comms plan,
including promoting the trailer of our
amazing film which by the time you
read this, we will have launched on the
day. We’re also releasing a far-reaching
report – The Scope of Acupuncture
– detailing the state of acupuncture
practice around the world. We hope
lots of journalists will attend so we can
continue building those all-important
relationships.
As more and more scientific evidence
emerges showing the effectiveness of
acupuncture in a variety of conditions,
so does the interest from the media.
I am regularly getting inquiries
from journalists requesting more
information, quotes and commentary,
which is extremely encouraging.
Since my last article we have had
coverage in several publications
including Glamour UK, Top Santé, the
London Evening Standard and Candis,
to name but a few. Please check the
newsroom page on the BAcC website for
full details of coverage.
We’ve also posted several blogs
from a variety of different people in
the sector. There was a particularly
interesting study out last month on the
effectiveness of acupuncture for the
treatment of chemotherapy-induced
peripheral neuropathy. The BAcC’s
research manager Mark Bovey wrote
a blog looking at the significance of
the research. He has also asked one
of the researchers to speak at the
forthcoming ARRC symposium on
Saturday 21 March.

The British Acupuncture Council also
featured in a book by Frances Ive, One
Step Ahead of Osteoarthritis. Frances
attended our press briefing at the Shard
in November 2018 and has kept in touch
ever since. It was great to be able to
help her with the acupuncture section
of the book and to provide her with a
case study, which she included in the
finished copy.
Other recent activity has included a
social media campaign on 4 February to
mark World Cancer Day. We promoted
four blogs and a short film about the
benefits of acupuncture in treating a
wide range of side effects caused by
cancer treatment.
Compared to the same period last year
our traffic and engagement on all social
media sites over the past six months is
up again. The Instagram account I set
up is doing well and attracts more and
more followers each week, as you can
see from the stats printed here.
Looking ahead, I am currently liaising
with the Professional Standards
Authority (PSA) about making another
short film. Our aim is to raise awareness
of the fact that the British Acupuncture
Council is a signed-up member of
the PSA Accredited Register scheme
which was set up to protect members
of the general public and ensure their
health and wellbeing. The PSA assesses
registered organisations so that
patients can be confident in their choice
of practitioner.
In the coming months I will be
promoting ARRC and the BAcC annual
conference. Please help us by liking
and sharing our posts on social media
to maximise our reach. And as ever, if
you have a good case study, an unusual
story, or you would like to write a blog
for the website, please do get in touch.
I’ll be delighted to hear from you.
Katie Osborne 〉 07990 922615 〉
katie@osbornecomms.co.uk

Aug 2019 – Jan 2020
Aug 2018 – Jan 2019
Engagement

16k +13k
Clicks

7.1k +1.4k

Aug 2019 – Jan 2020
Aug 2018 – Jan 2019
Engagement

Aug 2019 – Jan 2020
Aug 2018 – Jan 2019
Engagement

1.3k +366
Clicks

5.7k +4k

Aug 2019 – Jan 2020
Aug 2018 – Jan 2019
Followers

1.2k +1.1k

638 +638

Clicks

Engagement

1.3k +1.1k

492 +492
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Seven simple steps
to get more patients
Top of the list of what members want from the BAcC comes business advice. For this new growth issue we asked 6-figure
acupuncturist Alyssa Dazet to give us a fresh perspective on how to take the strain out of marketing.

Alyssa
Dazet

LAc DipIOM

Acupuncturist & Business Coach
One of the biggest misunderstandings
acupuncturists have is the belief that
marketing your practice takes a lot of
time and a lot of money. This is entirely
false. In the beginning of building my
practice I felt completely confused
about this also. I spent years feeling
stressed about how to get patients, until
I realised that patients are everywhere!
You don’t need to go out of your way
to get them. In fact, the most effective
way to market (and the most fun!) is to
include it in your everyday life. Here is
how you do that…

‘Thank you. It’s acupuncture’

Smile

‘I’m an acupuncturist. I can help you
with that’

You may be thinking this is obvious, but
I can’t tell you how many people forget
to do this. The easiest way to market
your practice is to simply smile. Smile
while you’re walking down the street,
when you’re in line at the grocery store,
while you’re talking on the phone to
potential patients, while you are at your
office with your patients, when you’re
treating your patients, anywhere and
everywhere! A soft, welcoming, present
smile. This is a hugely underutilised yet
powerful little marketing magnet. Try it
out and you’ll see what I mean.

Be your medicine

You are a living, breathing, walking,
talking business. The most impactful
thing that brings patients into
your practice is not your office,
your treatments, your needles, nor
your herbs… it’s you. You are the
business. People are coming to you for
acupuncture because they are enrolled
in you. Therefore, you get to be a human
advertisement. If you are exhausted,
have dark circles under your eyes,
haven’t worked out in three weeks,
and are eating doughnuts every day
for breakfast, then this isn’t the best
advertisement. When you walk your
talk by radiating health, you’ll have a
line out your door of doughnut eaters
wanting to radiate just like you.

This is a wonderful line to pique
someone’s attention while having a
little fun. When receiving compliments,
such as for your hair, eyes, freckles, or
anything as such, respond with the line
‘Thank you. It’s acupuncture’. Are these
things always due to acupuncture? No.
But is it an effective and entertaining
way to engage someone in conversation?
Yes. One of the secrets to always getting
patients is knowing how to engage
someone in intriguing acupuncture
conversations everywhere you go.

This is another golden line which
can be used with friends, family, on
strangers, or anyone. It’s a direct yet
non-aggressive way to self-promote.
If you deliver this line from a space of
truly and genuinely wanting to help,
nine times out of ten this person will
respond positively. ‘Really? I didn’t
know acupuncture treated this’. And an
intriguing acupuncture conversation
has begun.

Facebook

You cannot deny that we are in an age
of social media, so why not use it to
help heal the world? If while scrolling
on social media you see someone write
in their status about an ailment you
could treat, you’re going to offer your
help in the same direct and genuine
manner. Type in the comments ‘Hey
I’m an acupuncturist, I can help you
with that’. Or if they already know
you’re an acupuncturist just let them
know you can help. You’re bound to
pick up a patient here and there with
this strategy, while at the same time
spreading the word publicly that you’re
an acupuncturist. This being another
secret of always getting patients – letting
people know you are an acupuncturist.
People want acupuncture. You don’t
need to convince them to come see you,
you merely need to let them know you
are there.

Free healing advice

When you are conversing in an
intriguing acupuncture conversation
or chatting with someone about their
affliction, go the extra step by offering
them free healing advice. This is
powerful for several reasons. It allows
you to showcase your expertise and
become an authority on the topic. Your
little nuggets of advice will often spark
their interest further. It demonstrates
that you are not chatting with them
solely to get a patient, but actually to
help. And most importantly it instantly
builds trust. Trust is critical in our
business. A person needs to feel trust
toward you in order to become your
patient. Offer any words of advice that
could educate them on their condition
and help them to heal.

The best patient care

This is vital for word-of-mouth
marketing which is the top technique
for continuously bringing patients
into your practice. Treat your current
patients as royalty! Giving your patients
high quality treatments comes down
to four areas – the effectiveness of the
treatment, your needling skills, your
confidence level, and your bedside
manner. When you master these four
you’ll consistently and effortlessly
never have an empty table again.
After struggling through her first
two years of practice, Alyssa finally
figured out what makes a successful
practice and has made six figures ever
since. She now educates her fellow
practitioners how to do this exact same
thing and has helped thousands of
acupuncturists all around the globe
with the success of their practices as
part of her mission to mainstream
eastern medicine and make the world
a healthier place! Connect with her at
www.6figureacupuncturist.com
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JWP: Maybe you could begin by
explaining the work you’ve been doing
in the NHS.
BdV: For just over 20 years I have
worked as a research acupuncturist, a
role that is unusual. During that time,
my main focus has been on doing
research rather than working clinically
as an acupuncturist. I’ve spent more
time behind a computer than treating
patients, although thankfully the role
has included both types of work.
I work in the Supportive Oncology
Research Team (SORT), now part of the
East and North Hertfordshire NHS Trust.
SORT specialises in research into the
supportive care of people living with
and beyond a diagnosis and treatment
for cancer. My research has focused
mainly on how acupuncture can be
used to help people recover after cancer
treatment.
I would also like to clarify how this
is funded. Although I am an NHS
employee, the NHS does not fund my
salary. My funding over the years has
come through a variety of sources,
such as charitable donations, including
the Lynda Jackson Macmillan Centre,
the Milly Apthorp Charitable Trust,
and the East and North Hertfordshire
Hospitals’ Charity; from Dr Richard
Ashford, the clinical oncologist who
funded my first two research studies
and made a generous further donation
to supporting my work; research grants,
from the National Institute for Health
Research (NIHR) and from the British
Acupuncture Council (BAcC); a small
amount from the Cancer Research
Network (CRN).
JWP: Tell us a little bit about yourself,
your interests, what led you to
acupuncture practice.
BdV: I am a Canadian from southern
Alberta and have spent most of my
adult life living in England and France.
I am absolutely passionately addicted
to gardening and maintain a too-large
allotment where I grow as much of
my food (and flowers) as possible.
My partner Lee and I share interests
in the arts, cooking (and eating),
making chocolates, and keeping
chickens. I am currently studying
French in a belated attempt to live
up to my surname. I have a PhD in
acupuncture, am currently chair of the
British Lymphology Society Scientific
Committee and I am proud to be a
fellow of the BAcC. Oh! And shoes! I
adore shoes!
I often say ‘acupuncture transforms
lives’ and it certainly transformed mine!
During a very tumultuous stage in life,
I took the brave step to try scary (being
needle phobic) acupuncture. Treatment
stabilised my life, and when I was
questioning what I should do next, my
wonderful five element acupuncturist
uttered the magic words, have you
thought of becoming an acupuncturist?
Soon after that I was studying at the
College of Integrated Chinese Medicine
(CICM)!
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love presenting at conferences or
training; I have travelled and met
wonderful people on the conference
circuit, many of whom are now my
most treasured friends. Above all, it has
provided the opportunity to explore
how acupuncture can aid recovery
after cancer treatment and the role it
can play in managing complex chronic
conditions.
Clinicians and decision-makers
want evidence. On one hand, there is a
demand for evidence in the form of gold
standard randomised controlled trials
(RCT) with placebo. Yet often, centres
have started services simply based on
evidence from early-stage observational
research, like the work I have done.
For example, the LJMC set up a NADA
service for breast cancer patients
experiencing treatment-related hot
flushes on the basis of my initial study.
After running for over ten years, that
service is now also offered to improve
wellbeing for men with prostate cancer,
and is branching into other areas. The
NADA service is delivered by
non-acupuncturists trained
in the NADA protocol –
somewhat ironic, given that I
was regarded as a potentially
unsafe ‘lay’ acupuncturist
when I started out!
In my experience, it’s best to
frame acupuncture in terms
that biomedical minds can
accept. I never mention qi
and I have found that they
BAcC fellow Beverley de Valois has spent the best
respect people who can quote
part of her acupuncture career cultivating a practice the evidence base.
within the NHS. Member Jonquil Westwood Pinto
It’s getting harder to survive
talked to her about how it all came about and what
in the NHS. I don’t foresee
happens next.
a time when the doors will
open wide to traditional
acupuncturists. If – and I
think that is a big if – the
NHS ever embraces acupuncture, it is
therapy and not safe to be delivered by
most likely to be ‘medical’ acupuncture
a ‘lay’ acupuncturist. I was determined
practised by medically trained health
to realise my goal. Eventually the
professionals.
medical director, Jane Maher, said that
In any case, the NHS struggles now
if I wanted to introduce acupuncture
to provide basic offerings, let alone
as a service, I would have to do an
consider introducing new services.
evaluation. That was the start of my life
Having said that, there are niches where
as a researcher.
what we do is accepted, encouraged,
Shortly after, I started on my first
and even paid for. So, as we learn
project investigating the use of
when we study the theory of Chinese
traditional acupuncture to manage
medicine, there are exceptions to every
breast cancer treatment-related hot
rule!
flushes and night sweats, funded by
Dr Ashford and the LJMC. That led to a
JWP: How has the Mount Vernon project
second study, using the NADA protocol,
evolved during your time there?
which all fed into my PhD... and so on...
BdV: ‘Evolved’… that’s an interesting
term. I guess if anything has evolved,
JWP: What have you learned from
it’s the NADA service mentioned above
working in an NHS setting?
– that had its roots in my research.
BdV: There are many ways to answer
It struggled to stay alive for the first
that question. Personally and
few years, and then flowered as the
professionally, it has been fantastic for
complementary therapy team and
me, developing skills and providing
management developed and invested
opportunities I would never have
in it.
dreamed possible.
The LJMC was the forerunner of
I was encouraged and supported to
all the cancer support centres, such
do research and a PhD; it developed
as MacMillan services and Maggie’s
my writing skills and I have published
Centres. When I joined, it was THE
many scientific papers; it developed
place for innovation, experimentation,
my public speaking skills and I now

JWP: How did you first start your
acupuncture work in the NHS? What
was the key to getting your foot in the
door?
BdV: A series of chance encounters. My
first NHS role was as an aromatherapist
with the Macmillan Oncology and
Palliative Care Team at North Middlesex
Hospital (also due to a remarkable
chance encounter!). I attended a CAM
in Cancer training day where I met
Pam Thorpe, complementary therapy
coordinator at the Lynda Jackson
Macmillan Centre (LJMC), a cancer
information and support centre allied
to Mount Vernon Cancer Centre (MVCC).
Just as I was finishing my acupuncture
training, she contacted me to ask me
if I would like to job share with her. Of
course, I said yes.
The role included the opportunity
to practise a therapy for one session
a week and I desperately wanted
to provide acupuncture for people
with cancer. However, management
considered acupuncture an invasive

Leaving
a trail
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pioneering. It was this fertile
environment that enabled my role and
my work. I am grateful to Professor Jane
Maher and especially to Teresa Young,
who fostered my development. Teresa
rarely said no to any idea I had, and she
worked hard to find funding for me to
pursue my interests.
At that time the LJMC was an
independent charity and enjoyed a
great deal of autonomy. In recent years
it has been absorbed into the NHS; it
now has to compete for funding with all
the other services in the Trust and as a
consequence has lost the ability it once
enjoyed to lead and innovate.
JWP: What are your colleagues’
perceptions of acupuncture?
BdV: There is a spectrum. At one end
are the sceptics and the downright
dismissive – and sometimes even rude!
At the other end, there are consultants
and healthcare professionals who are
extremely supportive. Many oncology
health professionals are looking for
solutions to problems, so they are
open to using acupuncture – and even
moxa! – to help their patients overcome
the many challenges of cancer and its
treatments.
Similarly, there is a spectrum of
opinion about the need for research.
Some clinicians are hooked absolutely
on the need for gold standard RCTs
with placebo controls. Others have
suggested that there is no need for
research as the positive results of
acupuncture treatment can be observed
clinically. I am hoping that the latter
message comes over in the BAcC film
that has just been made – Dr Ashford
and Dr Glynne-Jones, two oncologists
that I have been privileged to work
with, both expressed this opinion in
their interviews for the film.
JWP: Do you feel there are any
restrictions on the way you practise
acupuncture in the NHS?
BdV: I’ve been very fortunate to have
had a great deal of autonomy – I’ve
often been able to shape my research
and clinics in the way I prefer to
practise. For me, that means providing
individualised traditional treatment
with sufficient time per patient and
sometimes offering lengthy courses
of treatment. Nevertheless, I am a
long way from realising my vision of
setting up a fully developed traditional
acupuncture service at MVCC.
JWP: What advice would you give to
someone who wanted to follow your
path?
BdV: To slightly adapt Muriel Strode, ‘Do
not follow where the path may lead; go
where there is no path and leave a trail’.
JWP: Is there anything else you’d like to
add?
BdV: Thank you for interviewing me – I
am honoured!

I never mention
qi and I have
found that they
respect people
who can quote
the evidence
base
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Evidence base
Overseas member and recovering scientist Lisa Sherman selects top abstracts of the season from the Journal of Chinese
Medicine's news section to keep you up to date with the latest in acupuncture research

Lisa
Sherman
Overseas Member: North Carolina
RESEARCH

Acupuncture normalises birth outcomes
Data collected from over 6,000 births
suggests that acupuncture normalises
birth, leading to reductions in maternity
service costs. A London-based maternity
acupuncture service, which provides
birth preparation acupuncture, assessed
its routine hospital maternity data over
a two-year period to see what effect
acupuncture had on labour and delivery
outcomes. The Whittington maternity
acupuncture service is a free NHS
service. Women self-refer to the service
for birth preparation and receive weekly
acupuncture sessions from 37 weeks of
gestation using individualised point
prescriptions according to traditional
Chinese medicine principles. Data from
the service was analysed and women
who had birth preparation acupuncture
were compared with those who did not
receive it. Women who received
acupuncture had fewer surgical births
(odds ratio 0.76), required less intrapartum
analgesia (OR 0.74), fewer components of
an induction of labour (OR 0.74) and a
reduced length of hospital stay (OR 0.91),
supporting the use of maternity
acupuncture in normalising birth
outcomes. Women highly valued the
availability of acupuncture within the
maternity service as an enhancement of
their patient experience.
Birth preparation acupuncture for normalising birth:
An analysis of NHS service routine data and proof of
concept. J Obstet Gynaecol. 2020 Jan 23:1-6 〉 ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31971456

Electroacupuncture has long-lasting
effects on constipation

Electroacupuncture (EA) has sustained
post-treatment benefits for chronic
severe functional constipation (CFSC),
according to secondary analysis of a
large trial carried out in China. The
multicentre randomised controlled trial
included 1,075 participants with CSFC
who underwent 28 sessions of either EA
(at bilateral ST 25 tian shu, SP 14 fu jie
and ST 37 shang ju xu), or sham EA (SA
– shallow needling at bilateral sham
acupoints with sham EA apparatus),
over eight weeks, with a twelve-week

follow-up period. The primary outcome,
duration of acupuncture effects after
treatment, was defined as the number
of weeks during the twelve-week followup period during which participants
met the weekly responder criteria. A
weekly responder was defined as a
participant who had at least three
complete spontaneous bowel movements
(CSBMs) for a given week and an
increase from baseline of at least one
CSBM for that same week. The duration
of acupuncture effects in the EA group
(5.5 weeks) was significantly higher
than the duration of SA effects in the SA
group (2.2 weeks) with a between-group
difference of 3.2 weeks. Younger age and
higher baseline CSBMs per week were
also associated with longer durations of
acupuncture effects.
The duration of acupuncture effects and its associated
factors in chronic severe functional constipation:
secondary analysis of a randomized controlled trial.
Therap Adv Gastroenterol. 2019 Oct
9;12:1756284819881859 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/31636713

Moxibustion enhances antiinflammatory and analgesic effects of
RA drugs

Moxibustion can enhance the antiinflammatory and analgesic effects of
conventional medicine in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), Chinese
authors report. Their study involved 46
RA patients who were randomly
assigned to a control group treated with
drug therapy (methotrexate or
leflunomide), or a treatment group who
received drugs plus moxibustion at ST
36 zu san li, BL 23 shen shu and ashi
points. Compared with the control
group, the treatment group showed
significant improvement in clinical
symptoms. Significant differences in
levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines
(TNF-α and IL-1β) were also found
between the groups after eight weeks of
treatment, suggesting that moxibustion
enhanced the anti-inflammatory effect
of drug therapy. Serum biomarkers of
angiogenesis (HIF-1α and VEGF) were
found to be decreased in the treatment

group after therapy, suggesting that
moxibustion could also inhibit
angiogenesis, a core pathophysiological
feature of the inflammation of the
synovium which is characteristic of RA.
Specific RA-associated serum markers
did not show significant differences
between the two groups.
Effect of Moxibustion on HIF-1α and VEGF Levels in
Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis. Pain Res Manag.
2019 Nov 27;2019:4705247 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/31885755

Cochrane reviews of acupuncture are
outdated

Cochrane reviews of acupuncture for
pain conditions are outdated, and do
not reflect the current evidence base,
concludes an article co-authored by US
acupuncture researcher Arya Nielsen. In
a 'snapshot' overview of 22 relevant
Cochrane reviews, the authors
identified some which concluded that
acupuncture is useful for treating
specific pain conditions. However, many
conditions for which acupuncture is
most commonly used, including knee
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis,
back pain and neck pain, are either not
represented in Cochrane reviews at all,
or are present only in reviews that are a
decade or more old. The authors suggest
that the potential confusion created is
problematic for clinicians and patients
wanting clarification on safe, effective,
evidence-based options to treat pain.
This is particularly important in the
context of the ongoing opioid epidemic,
given the prevalence of chronic pain, and
the risks of adverse effects and addiction
associated with pain medications.
Cochrane reviews on acupuncture therapy for pain: A
snapshot of the current evidence. Explore (NY). 2019
Nov - Dec;15(6):434-39 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/31636020
With thanks to the Journal of Chinese
Medicine
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Code v Guide: the need for
professional judgement
Hannah
Bowie-Carlin
Member & Safe Practice Officer
As new safe practice officer at the BAcC I am excited about
researching the safest and most practical ways of practice for
our members, and I hope that the Code and Guide provide a
confidence from knowing that we are working in compliance
with national and international safety standards. Here I aim
to help you understand what the Code and Guide are all
about and most importantly why professional judgement is
necessary when looking at the Guide.

The point of the Code

The primary purpose of the Code of Safe Practice is really
to provide reassurance to members of the public and other
organisations that the BAcC have set rigorous baseline
standards of safe practice for acupuncture. The Code states
our absolute minimum requirements and makes it clear that
there is a level of accountability for our members.
Within the Code you will find clear headline safety
directions such as: ‘You must use well-fitting single-use
disposable surgical gloves for blood or body fluid spills’
This information is basic to say the least, the idea being
that for further information and advice you can go to the
corresponding section in the Guide to Safe Practice.
Also in the Code, there is an important distinction to be
made between must and should. You will find the following
explanation on the first page:

Must

Throughout this document, where the term ‘must’ is used,
you are required to comply. Failure to comply with the
Code is a breach of the British Acupuncture Council's Code
of Professional Conduct, and in areas like registration,
licensing and hazardous waste removal may also constitute
a criminal offence.

Should

The term ‘should’ is used in this guidance to indicate best
practice and the use of your professional judgement where,
for example, there may be factors outside your control that
affect how you comply with the mandatory principles.
As the Code is generally about absolute red lines, you will
find that the word must is predominantly used. However, the
shoulds indicate where some flexibility is permissible.
The musts are often tied in with legal requirements,
professional conduct issues or infection control measures.
For example, the requirements for maintaining good hand
hygiene or only using single-use sterile needles.

How and when to use the Guide

The Guide to Safe Practice is much more of manual for
everyday use, where we’re giving you practical information
about how to conform to the Code. While it may not cover
everything, it’s a very good place to start if you’ve got any
questions about what is best practice.
In some instances when possible, the Guide will give you
black and white advice of how things should be done –
licensing of premises for example – but it’s also important
to note that there are areas where the Guide leaves things

a little more general. What we’ve aimed to do is give you all
the information you need to make an informed professional
decision based on what you’re facing in practice – swabbing
being one very definite example of where your professional
judgement is allowed and required.
As we all know, practising acupuncture can be
unpredictable. What you need is a good level of up-to-date
information alongside your extensive training, and this is
what we aim to give you in the Guide. The enquiries I get can
often be answered by reading the Guide or referring to the
website. We want to enable you to deal with most things, use
your professional judgement where you feel comfortable, and
then when you’re really stuck, we’re here to help you.
As you can tell from the number of mentions it gets, your
professional judgment is vitally important when it comes to
the Guide. I want to emphasise that the BAcC is definitely not
here as a body to catch you out or point out what you are doing
wrong. First and foremost, we’re here to support practitioners
and to help you through any difficulties you’re facing.
Practitioners often worry that if they don’t follow the Code
and Guide to the letter, they’ll get into trouble or could face
disciplinary action. My view is that if you’ve followed the
Code and can show sensible professional judgement on any
action you’ve taken – or not taken – and it falls within the
realms of the advice in the Guide, then most likely you will
not have a problem.
There is no doubt that the Guide is big document to read – I
should know after preparing for the interview for this job!
But don’t forget, it’s intended as a day-to-day reference and
it’s easily accessible online – and we’ve just introduced an
improved search function that will help you to find all the
information on any subject in one quick and easy search.

In short

Use the Code: to check baseline requirements for the safe
practice of acupuncture, plus when you must comply and
when you should use your professional judgement.
Use the Guide: as a day-to-day resource, to give you the
background you need on all aspects of running your practice
and to help you comply with the Code.
Call me at the BAcC: when you can’t find an answer in the
Guide or you need the help and support we are able to give.
Hannah Bowie-Carlin 〉 020 8735 1226 〉
hanah@acupuncture.org.uk
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Casebook: evidence and
the individual case
In the following case study, Harriet’s name and other identifying details have been changed to preserve anonymity.

John
Hamwee
Member: Cumbria
Western medicine can point to a huge
number of remarkable successes
so doctors tend not to be asked
the question regularly posed to
acupuncturists, which is, does it work?
And if they are asked the question they
will usually point to a double-blind
trial which established the efficacy of a
particular drug.
Any such trial produces a statistical
result so it cannot predict with accuracy
how any particular drug will affect any
particular person. What may be good
for most people may be bad, or even
disastrous for a specific patient. In
spite of this this limitation, the doubleblind trial is a noble attempt to solve
a fundamental problem in medicine,
and one which just won’t go away. For
once you have undergone any form of
treatment you don’t know what you
would have been like if you hadn’t had
it. You might have been much worse; but
then again you might have got better
anyway, or even got better more quickly.
You’ll never know because you can’t
live that bit of your life over again to see
what would have happened instead.
A BBC film was made of people being
treated by a number of complementary
therapies, including Feldenkrais, named
after the man who invented it. The
programme’s producer wrote:
‘In the early 1980s I visited a summer
school… for young paraplegics,
paralysed in varying degrees from
spinal cord damage… I watched a sixyear-old girl with cerebral palsy balance
herself on her knees for the first time,
supported only at the hips. She gave
such a cry of joy at this sensation that
no other medical corroboration was
needed. … One year later I filmed
that child walking without support.’
(Kaptchuk and Croucher, 1986, pp 150-2)
That is the point. An individual case,
say the medical researchers, tells us
nothing. I don’t think that is true. Each
individual treatment is based on a
theory, so if a treatment doesn’t work
then that casts doubt on the theory. If
many treatments, all done according
to the theory, don’t work then sooner
or later the theory will be abandoned.

Equally, if a
practitioner does
a treatment based
on a well-known
theory and it
works in exactly
the predicted
way then it is
unlikely to be just
a lucky accident.
And if that is
repeated for
many thousands
of patients –
countless millions
in the case of
acupuncture
– then the
only rational
conclusion is that the
theory is valid and that
medicine based on it is
effective.
It is not easy
for western
doctors to look
at acupuncture in
this way because the theory they use
is so different from the theory that
acupuncturists use. ‘If ours is right,’ I
can imagine a doctor saying, ‘and I know
it is, then this other theory, which is so
completely different, must be wrong’.
But what if both theories are partially
right? That is, if the theory behind the
design and manufacture of drugs is
based on accurate knowledge about
body chemistry – but it is not the
whole truth; and the theory behind
acupuncture points and needles is based
on accurate knowledge about body
energy, but equally it does not explain
everything that happens in the body.
All these ideas can come vividly to life
in a single moment, and I had the great
good fortune to be present at one such
moment – though great good fortune
seemed unlikely when I was woken
by the telephone at two o’clock in the
morning. It was Harriet, an old friend,
and she had been taken to hospital
with wild arrhythmia. Some heartbeats
were followed immediately after the
one before; others after three or four

seconds; and for
some she had to
wait as long as
fifteen seconds; it
was chaotic, and
the beats varied in
strength as well.
It is an absolutely
horrible condition.
Everything depends
on the heart so
when it goes awry
then panic is
almost inevitable
and fear of death
can be acute. She
had both.
At the time of
the phone call
Harriet was in her
early sixties, still working
hard as an illustrator of
children’s books, still tending her
immaculate garden, still playing the
piano beautifully and still radiating
warmth and kindness. So it was a shock
to see her in the hospital bed with an
ashen face and frightened eyes. She had
sensors on her and there was a monitor
at the foot of her bed displaying her
heartbeats. A doctor stood there looking
at the display, and indeed it was quite
a sight, rather like a child’s drawing of
rocky mountains. Some spikes were
dizzyingly sharp and high; some chasms
plunged to the very bottom of the
screen; and between them were patches
of random length where nothing seemed
to be happening at all.
When I left home to drive to the
hospital I had grabbed my bag of needles
on the way out. I didn’t know if she’d
phoned me simply because I lived
alone too so she thought she’d only be
disturbing one person, or if she wanted
me to treat her as I had done in the past
– but I took them just in case.
As soon as I saw the monitor I took
out a needle. ‘Do you mind?’ I asked. I’m
not sure if I was talking to Harriet or the
doctor and I can’t remember getting an
answer, but I must have done; maybe
they just nodded. Anyway I washed my
hands, picked up her hand and needled

The peaks
and chasms
all evened out
into a clear
consistent
and coherent
heartbeat
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HT 7 shen men, the source point of the
heart. Harriet told me later that as I did
so she was looking at the doctor and
the doctor was looking at the monitor
and she saw his mouth drop open like
a cartoon character. For the instant that
the needle touched the point, the peaks
and chasms and the irregular flat patches
all evened out into a clear, consistent,
and coherent heartbeat. No wonder the
doctor was astonished. I knew the theory
and understood the power of the point
and even I was amazed.
Of course you never know if a
treatment is going to work, let alone
work as spectacularly as that, but it was
a good example of what I meant earlier
when I referred to a treatment which is
clearly based on a theory. I had needled
the main point for regulating the heart
and – there could be no possible doubt –
it had done just that. So this experience
added another piece to the abundant
evidence that the theory is correct.
The doctor, somewhat dazed, went
and got the nurse who had admitted
Harriet, the junior doctor who had
first seen her and, as far as I could tell,
anyone else who happened to be on
duty at that time of the morning.
‘Look at this’, he exclaimed, as people
hurried in. ‘Unbelievable. He needled
her. Where was it?’ he addressed me.
‘On the wrist,’ I replied, ‘just proximal
to the pisiform bone.’
‘You see! Nowhere near the heart’.
That was indeed significant. If
the point had been on the chest,
somewhere over the heart, then there
might have been an explanation for
what happened which made sense to
him. Perhaps the needle had touched
a nerve or released a muscle spasm, or
jolted the heart in some way. It might
be implausible that any of these things
could have restored the heart’s rhythm
so quickly, but perhaps not impossible.
But for that to happen from a point on
her left wrist – well that was impossible.
To the credit of Harriet’s doctor he
did not simply shrug his shoulders, nor
did he dismiss what had happened. He
asked me some pertinent questions
and he told me he would refer to what
had happened when he wrote up his
notes. He kept Harriet in for a few
hours more, just to be on the safe side.
When she was discharged she asked
him what she should do if it happened
again. ‘Don’t come up here,’ he replied,
‘phone your friend’.
John Hamwee’s latest book –
Experiencing Acupuncture: Journeys of
Body, Mind and Spirit for Patients and
Practitioners – is published by Singing
Dragon and is due out next month.
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Fa rong
CHINESE LESSON

Sandra
Hill
Acupuncturist & Author: London
The three months of spring are called springing up (fa 發) and unfolding (chen 陳).
heaven and earth together produce life
and the ten thousand beings are invigorated (rong 榮)
Suwen chapter 2
The description of the qi of spring in Suwen chapter 2 stresses the idea of
new and vigorous growth. The characters in the first line, which define the
characteristics of the spring qi are fa (發) and chen (陳). Fa is to send out, to
emit, to emerge with force; chen is to arrange, to show and display.
The character fa (發) contains the glyph for a bow (gong 弓) and a bamboo
spear or possibly an arrow (shu 殳). The upper part of the character shows
the earth being broken apart. It suggests something that has been held back
breaking through with force and strength, and is descriptive of the way new
shoots break through the ground in early spring. This is the force of the qi in
springtime and illustrates the strength of wood and the young yang.
The second character chen (陳) shows the proliferation of growth which occurs
in the later part of the season, and which is echoed in the character rong (榮)
which completes this first part of the passage. Translated above as invigorated,
the character also has the meaning to flourish, to burgeon with life and vitality.
The lower part of the character is that of wood (木) – and we can see that all the
characters used to describe the spring qi draw on this idea of luxuriant growth
of vegetation. The character for spring (春) has the sun below providing warmth
and light for plants to grow. The east, in its association with spring and wood, is
literally an image of the sun rising through the trees (東).
From the early beginnings at Chinese new year, when the new shoots begin
to force their way out of the seed and through the earth, to the flourishing and
proliferation of growth at the end of the spring, the wood qi is active in its most
dynamic expression.
At the end of the section in Suwen 2 on the spring, we read: 'This corresponds
to the spring qi; it is the way that maintains the drive of life'.
The character translated here as the ‘drive’ of life is yang (養) – and is
the yang of yang sheng (養 生) – the maintenance or nourishment of life.
Yang (養) is described in the Kroll classical dictionary as ‘conducive to the
strengthening and maintenance of one’s vital qi’. The qi of springtime is the
most vibrant and dynamic; it brings nature back to life after the dormancy
of winter, and in our bodies is found in the strength and vitality of the liver
qi. The characters which describe the nature of the spring qi also define the
action of the liver qi – expansive, moving, and with its roots in the water of
the kidneys, bringing nourishment through the blood.
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Mushrooms for fertility
Martin
Powell
Chinese Herbalist: Sussex
MEDICINAL MUSHROOMS
In addition to their generic involvement in
the cycle of life, recycling dead trees and
other decaying organic matter in
ecosystems worldwide, several mushrooms
have been shown to have specific benefits
in relation to human reproduction.

Natural Health Practice, 91 per cent of
women given 3g/day of mesima saw
their immune parameters return to
within normal levels on retest after two
months and it is now widely used for
this purpose.

Cordyceps: dong chong xia cao

Maitake: hui shu hua

Cordyceps has traditionally been the
mushroom most closely associated
with sexual dysfunction and infertility.
Sweet and warm, entering the lung
and kidney meridians, its traditional
indications include tonifying the kidney
yang and augmenting the essence (as
well as tonifying the lungs, settling
cough and stopping wheezing). Almost
uniquely among Chinese herbs it both
tonifies the yang and nourishes the
yin making it applicable in all cases of
kidney deficiency.
It has a reputation as an aphrodisiac
and has been shown to promote steroid
hormone production, raising levels of
testosterone and oestrogen. Clinically
it shows benefit in cases of hormone
deficiency as well as for male infertility,
with animal studies confirming its
ability to increase sperm production
and quality including improvements in
motility and morphology.
Cordyceps has also been shown to be
of benefit in cases of high antithyroid
antibodies with 6g/day over 24 weeks
producing significantly greater falls
in thyroid peroxidase (TPO) and
thyroglobulin (TG) antibodies than
conventional treatment alone 〉 He T et
al: Dual-Directional Immunomodulatory
Effects of Corbrin Capsule on
Autoimmune Thyroid Diseases: Evid
Based Complement Alternat Med 2016

Mesima: song gen

Highly regarded in Korea, especially
for its anticancer properties, mesima
is the only medicinal mushroom
considered energetically cooling and
shows particular benefit in regulating
overactive immune systems.
One of the main areas of clinical
application is in helping those women
who are unable to conceive or suffer
repeated miscarriages due to elevated
cytokine and NK-cell levels. In an
analysis of 26 such cases presented
at the Rothenburg Kongress in 2012
by Dr Trevor Wing of the Women’s

Perhaps better known for its immunemodulating properties, maitake has
also been researched for its ability to
help women unable to ovulate due
to polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)
following positive findings in relation to
its ability to help blood sugar control.
In one study 76.9 per cent of women
given a mix of maitake extract and
fruiting body (3g/day for 12 weeks) started
ovulating again and 6 of 8 women who
failed to ovulate when given clomiphene
citrate were able to ovulate when this was
combined with maitake. All three women
in the study who wanted to become
pregnant were able to do so 〉
Chen JT et al: Maitake mushroom (Grifola
frondosa) extract induces ovulation
in patients with polycystic ovary
syndrome: a possible monotherapy and
a combination therapy after failure with
first-line clomiphene citrate: J Altern
Complement Med 2010

Above: Cordyceps militaris. Photo by Andreas Kunze
Below: Maitake cultivation

Chaga: bai hua rong

With around 50 per cent of male
infertility believed to be due to
oxidative stress and decreased seminal
antioxidant capacity, a number of
studies have shown antioxidant
supplementation to be effective at
improving semen parameters in
infertile men.
Among mushrooms chaga has the
highest antioxidant activity and it is
therefore perhaps not surprising that
clinical reports confirm benefits in
improving sperm quality through chaga
supplementation.

Oyster mushroom: ping gu

Another mushroom with the ability to
increase sperm antioxidant capacity
is oyster mushroom, which alongside
porcini is the richest natural source of
ergothioneine, an antioxidant amino
acid only available from food and
which is found in high concentration in
seminal fluid, providing a major part of
its antioxidant potential.

Martin Powell is a Chinese herbalist,
biochemist, author of two books on
mushrooms – Medicinal Mushrooms:
A Clinical Guide and Medicinal
Mushrooms: The Essential Guide – and
formulator of the MycoNutri range of
mushroom supplements.
Martin Powell 〉 martin@martinpowell.net
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We’re only human
Cathy Chapman explains how her call for support eased the professional and emotional burden of dealing with an unforeseen
clinical incident.

Cathy
Chapman
Member: Lancashire
Gazing back through the looking glass
approximately 16 years ago, I was
a newly qualified acupuncturist on
my way to treat my first patient as a
home visit, filled with optimism and
enthusiasm and a deep passion for
Chinese medicine.
I was visiting an elderly lady with
chronic neck pain and dizziness who
lived alone. I wanted her to sit at the
kitchen table leaning forward onto
some cushions, but she insisted that
she wanted to be treated in her Parker
Knoll chair where she felt she would be
most comfortable. I patiently explained
that this would only be possible if we
could get her in a position where she
was both relaxed and certain that she
would not need to put her head back,
as there would be acupuncture needles in her
neck. We spent some time negotiating this and
bolstering her with pillows until I felt ready
to begin inserting needles.
I started with GB 20 feng chi, feeling
optimistic that these fabulous points
would help both her neck pain and
dizziness. As I turned away to get some
more needles, out of the corner of my eye I noticed her move
backwards in the chair. My heart sank to my boots when I
turned back to discover that she had put her head back with
some force, driving the needles up to the hilt in her neck! My
first thought was, that's it, I’ve killed her!
I removed the needles and spent some time with her to
check that she was ok. I also tried to persuade her to see her
GP but she resoundingly refused. I even phoned her daughter
who had booked the appointment, to share my concerns
about the incident and reiterate that I thought it would be
advisable for her to see her GP. I didn't sleep for two full
nights afterwards, waiting for the phone call to tell me that
she had died. I was so traumatised by this incident that I even
considered giving up my new-found profession. I felt far too
ashamed and guilty to even consider phoning the BAcC for
help and support, a decision I now realise was a mistake.
Thankfully, when I arrived at the same lady’s house a week
later, filled with trepidation, I found her hale and hearty with
considerably improved symptoms! I insisted on treating her
at the kitchen table from then on and we went on to have
a very successful therapeutic relationship which saw her
dizziness and neck pain improve exponentially.
All mistakes and accidents provide an opportunity for
reflection and growth. I certainly ensured that on any
subsequent home visits I did, patients were positioned
appropriately for their treatment.
Fast forward another ten years to my acupuncture practice
in Lancaster, when a patient who was also a neighbour
knocked on my door to tell me that a press needle I had

put into LIV 3 tai chong had snapped
off in her foot and what did I think
she should do about it? I had a lot
more experience as a practitioner at
this point but still experienced the
same familiar sensation of my heart
plummeting into my boots.
After some discussion I ascertained
that, contrary to my instructions, she
had reapplied the same press needle
twice ‘because it was helping so much’.
She readily accepted responsibility and
did remember me telling her not do
this, but still I was dogged by feelings
of extreme shame and responsibility.
I sent her off to A&E after speaking to
111, who advised that it would just work
its way out. However, she was worried
about the needle being left in place and
they did a small procedure under local
anaesthetic to remove it.
On this occasion I did phone the BAcC for help
and support, and I spoke to Ulrike Wirth, who was
safe practice officer at that time. I was very nervous
about admitting what had happened but found Ulrike to be
incredibly supportive and kind; she advised me on how to
proceed and I left the conversation feeling about a thousand
times better than I had beforehand.
I wanted to tell of these experiences because I know from
conversations I’ve had with fellow practitioners over the years,
that others have shared my initial fears about getting in touch
with the BAcC when they have clinical incidents: It is tempting
to see them as a faceless organisation who will tell you off
or take a punitive approach. After the second incident, and
having worked more closely with the BAcC over the last few
years, I now know this could not be further from the truth.
We are all only human, and despite our best efforts,
mistakes and issues sometimes arise in any acupuncture
practice. The BAcC are there to help and support us through
these issues, without judgment. If you are unsure how best
to deal with something that happens in clinic, or if you just
require a bit of reassurance, I would exhort you to file your
fears and give the BAcC a ring. They really are all kind and
compassionate people and not at all who we may imagine
them to be when we are feeling isolated and distressed.

Out of the
corner of my
eye I noticed
her move
backwards in
the chair

No matter what comes up in your practice, there’s always
someone at the BAcC who will help guide you through. For safe
practice issues you can speak to Hannah Bowie-Carlin – or if
you’re not sure who you need, just call the main number
020 8735 0400 and someone will point you in the right direction.
Hannah Bowie-Carlin 〉 020 8735 1226 〉
hanah@acupuncture.org.uk
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Chief
executive
challenge
Jennifer Norton was appointed as BAcC chief executive
towards the end of last year. With a background in the
charitable sector at senior management level, she
describes herself as someone who is passionate about the
dissemination of science to support best practice.
Now a couple of months into her new role, here Jennifer
responds to several points raised by members following our
enews call for questions.
What relevant skills and experiences from your previous
work will you bring to the role of BAcC chief executive?

JN: As well as having a degree in nutrition science and
postgrads in law and charity management, I have over
13 years’ experience working within the membership
organisation field, both nationally and internationally. I have
worked from an entry level position in academic publishing
to consulting with and supporting the development of
external organisations.
In the field of nutrition, I have led the secretariat both of
the European body – the Federation of European Nutrition
Societies (FENS), similar to the ETCMA – and the world
equivalent – the International Union of Nutrition Sciences
(IUNS). In addition, I have worked with other bodies to
establish a new organisation with the aim of creating online
CPD for nutritionists working within Africa.
At all levels I have worked to support members in their
profession, so I well understand the need to continually
communicate with members, receiving their feedback and
working with them to improve the work of the organisation,
at the same time as supporting the profession as a whole.

Do you have a particular interest in and/or experience of
acupuncture/Chinese medicine or other complementary
therapies?

JN: I have been particularly lucky to be a relatively healthy
person and my need to engage with doctors or any other
health practitioners has been relatively low, although I
have had reiki in the past, which I found to be an enjoyable
experience. I also regularly do yoga, as a restorative and
meditative practice.
Since joining the BAcC I have had a course of acupuncture
which has been incredibly restorative and I am now learning
as much as I can about acupuncture and TCM. During recent
visits to CICM and ICOM I have been recommended many
books and am currently reading In the Footsteps of the Yellow
Emperor by Peter Eckman.
I might add that, coming as I do from a nutrition
background, I see many linkages with acupuncture around
whole body and personalised health. I look forward to finding
out more and more about your impressive practice and I’d
love to hear about any other recommended reading.

What do you feel will be your priorities in your
first six months to one year?

JN: As you may have read in my opening article, I
believe the key to a strong and robust membership
organisation is the members themselves. I believe
that as an organisation we should be in constant
communication with our members and our members
with us. We should always be open and transparent, and
my aim certainly in the first year is to keep meeting
with members and learning from them.
Being part of a membership organisation is an
incredibly personal thing – it links you with
others and supports you during difficult
times. I read Cathy Chapman’s article,
on page 15, and I’m so pleased that she
counsels that the BAcC office is not a
monolith but rather a group of incredibly
passionate people who are here to help.
Although it makes me sad to hear that she
may have had this misconception. We need
to improve this – and with the help of the
members, I hope we can.
My role as chief executive is to create a
structure that allows the organisation to
run in the most cost-effective manner, using
members’ money wisely and in accordance with
our collective goals. Some great work has already
been done by the Governing Board (GB), committees
and staff – we must now focus on building on this work and
supporting you.
I am so pleased that we will be launching the next fiveyear strategy, created by the members, in our 25th year.
These strong and measurable objectives and outcomes will
give us effective tools to report directly to our members – a
road map for the next five years that I hope will see us join
together in shaping a strong and robust organisation.
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In the past we have tried for statutory regulation. Is this still
a BAcC goal?
Many members feel that our unprotected title allows others
with less training to claim they offer acupuncture, which
affects our business, as well as the public opinion of what
acupuncture is. Are there any plans to attain protection of
title for our members?

JN: I’m going to tackle these two questions together, as it
seems to me they cover similar ground.
As yet I have limited knowledge surrounding the history
of this issue, but one thing I do understand is that many
members believe that statutory regulation and protection
of title should be our ultimate goals, whether in a year,
five years or a decade from now. I can see that this issue is
fundamental to our work and filters through everything we
do, from professional standards to research and conferences.
Although we might not be going for
statutory regulation and protection of
title at present, I believe that we should
not completely dismiss it. Rather
we should act and behave with that
professional standard in mind – as
I’m sure all members do and will –
and if and when the membership
are in agreement that they wish to
go forward, we will be ready and
prepared for whatever it takes.
At this early stage it’s difficult for
me to be any more definitive but
please know that I am aware of
the strength of feeling around
these issues. I hope
you’ll be willing
to bear with
me and
help
me to

form a clearer
picture over the
coming weeks and
months.
Rest assured, we
will continue to talk
to the membership
about the direction you
wish to take regarding
statutory regulation and
protection of title. From
my experience in the world
of nutrition where there is
also currently no protection
of title, I have gained some
appreciation of how difficult
the process is. I plan to work
with you and others in the
field to ensure that if we
do ultimately seek this
goal, we are putting
our best foot forward
knowing that our
case is built on
solid foundations.
As we know from the BAcC’s attempts to obtain statutory
regulation in the past, success or failure can be based on
the whim of the government at the time. This is not to say
we should not strive for this goal – rather we should build
our advocacy with governments, with clear targets and
messages of the scientific efficacy of acupuncture, and
support lawmakers to understand the role of acupuncture in
personalised health.
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What is BAcC doing about Welsh Assembly special
procedures

JN: We are currently working with the Welsh government
to obtain exemption for members from special procedures
licensing, and given our interest in this matter, it is key that
the BAcC stays informed of any regulatory developments in
all four nations.
On 12 February the Professional Standards Authority
(PSA) with the Welsh government held a seminar in Cardiff
titled ‘Regulatory Developments and the Welsh Context’.
This seminar was not only informative in understanding
the reformation of regulation in Wales but provided us with
an opportunity to network and promote BAcC members to
Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) and other
statutory regulators. The duty of candour is being introduced
into legislation in order to support the new approach
to regulation. The new approach to regulation will help
support the development of a more flexible health and care
workforce, whilst continuing to secure patient safety and the
confidence of service users, carers and the wider public.

What about the restriction on blood donation?

JN: I understand that the situation has not changed
since the last statement issued by the BAcC in 2019.
It seems that the sticking point still comes down to
what the Department of Health class as a ‘qualified
practitioner’.
There is no doubt that working with the PSA as an
accredited body has helped ease communication
with the government’s advisory body, the
Committee on the Safety of Blood, Tissues and
Organs. Our problem is that the definition
of a ‘qualified practitioner’ is laid down in
the overall regulations, and any change to
that definition will have to go through the
appropriate legal and government processes
– no easy feat.
As with protection of title and
statutory regulation, any change in
law encompasses the much wider
need to educate lawmakers on the
professionalism of our members and to
advocate on their behalf. Having said
that, we continually strive to overturn
this ruling on your behalf, and we are
currently seeking a meeting with
Give Blood to provide them with
additional and new information.

What is happening to the MYMOP App under development?
JN: I am delighted to say that the MYMOP App project team
have made great strides since the conference and the work
continues. As you know, the BAcC is a strong advocate of
demonstrating the scientific rigour in acupuncture and we
believe that this app is a positive step towards supporting
acupuncture’s growing evidence base. With this in mind
we have provided some funding to back the project in its
next phase. We fully support our members – Spod Dutton,
Nick Lowe and Amy Din – who are working hard to finalise
additional funding requirements and we look forward to
being able to offer this app to our members in the not-toodistant future.
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Lemon &
lentil soup
Jonquil Westwood Pinto
Member: East Sussex

REVIEW
This book presents the use of western
herbs according to classical TCM
theory. The author stresses that he
holds classical TCM works in high
esteem and acknowledges that
experience of using Chinese herbs in
TCM is vastly greater. He thus wants
to stimulate discussion on the use of
western herbs according to TCM.
The book is structured into three
sections, the first covering the TCM
primary properties of herbs including
taste, temperature effects and degree
of toxicity, as well as the two secondary
properties, directions of effect and
involvement of the main inner organs.
The preparation of herbs is described
and recipe formulation, dosage,
application time and eight therapeutic
methods are listed including:
promoting sweating, purging, inducing
vomiting, harmonising, warming,
clearing, tonifying and reducing.
In the second section of the book
Ploberger describes 155 herbs such as
rosemary, lady’s mantle, dandelion,
etc. Each herb is listed with its English,
pharmaceutical, botanical and German
name. The parts of the plant used are
described, their taste, temperature
effect, which Chinese medicine organ
the plant affects, and the doses used.
Furthermore, a detailed description of
the actions in TCM terms is given such
as: purges liver heat, drains damp, cools
fire, etc. Lastly a list of applications in
western description and diagnoses
are given, for example conjunctivitis,
tinnitus, acne, etc. On the opposing
page of these descriptions is a beautiful
illustration of each of the plants listed.
In the third section Ploberger suggests
herbal formulas for various TCM
syndromes, such as external wind
cold, damp heat or yang deficiency.
The herbal formulas are structured
by their actions in 20 groups and are
described as follows: individual herbs
are listed with their respective daily

dose in grams per day, followed by
actions, indications and correlating
western symptoms as well as tongue
and pulse findings. Between one and
four different herbal formulas are
described for each syndrome. There is a
general description for the preparation
of different herbs in the first section
of the book. It would have been very
helpful to find a description associated
with the formulas as well. I also missed
the listing of the common western herb,
chamomile.
I have some training in western herbs
and in my clinic have thus been using
western herbs to support my patients,
drawing on the teas – and occasionally
tinctures – available in health shops or
in the case of teas, most supermarkets.
Thanks to a few companies in the UK –
for example Pukka, herbshandshealing.
co.uk, baldwins.co.uk, Yogi, Dr Stuart
– some herb combinations are readily
available and can be purchased by
patients themselves. Ploberger’s book
helps us practitioners to put such
combinations into the context of TCM.
Most of us are familiar with the use of
peppermint tea to help us with an upset
stomach or to help sleep. I believe this
book can inform our choice of simple
self-help suggestions for our patients
and is thus a very welcome addition to
my library, encouraging me to make a
more TCM integrated decision on what
to recommend.

Pia Huber
Member: London

This lemon flavoured Lebanese soup –
adas bil hamod, literally translated as
lentils in lemon – has a gentle sour taste
to help clear the stored fats of winter,
balanced by warming nourishing lentils,
and green leaves to gently boost the liver.
Ingredients
Olive oil
200 g green lentils
1 litre of vegetable or chicken stock
2-3 waxy potatoes chopped into chunks
1 bunch of Swiss chard roughly chopped
1 onion chopped
3 cloves of garlic chopped
1 tsp cumin
2 unwaxed lemons
1 handful fresh coriander
1 spring onion
Method
Cook the lentils in salted water for 20 minutes
until they are still a little firm.
Warm the olive oil in a deep saucepan and
sauté the onions, garlic and cumin.
Using a potato peeler, peel the rind off both
lemons in strips trying to avoid taking too much
white pith. Add the rinds to the pan.
After 10 minutes or so when everything in
the pan is softened, add the potato chunks,
cooked lentils and stock. Top up with enough
water to make the soup the thickness you like.
Simmer for 15 to 20 minutes until the potato is
nearly cooked, then add the chopped Swiss chard
and cook for another 3 minutes. Season to taste.
Serve garnished with coriander and slices of
spring onion.

Our warm thanks go to Di Shimell who
after writing the Acu. recipe for the best
part of ten years has decided to hang up
her wooden spoon. She bows out with
her Classic of Difficulties on page 30.
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Just my point
KI 6
Peter
Firebrace
BAcC Fellow: Denmark
Definitely on my list of essential
points for practice, KI 6 never fails to
impress me with its depth of action and
restorative power – a point for gamers
and grannies, night owls and rock
stars! Its name is zhao hai 照 海 Shining
Sea, a strikingly beautiful image and a
common and uplifting sight where I live
on the north-western coast of Denmark,
the light on the water a stream full
of gold, the waves on the shoreline a
necklace of pearls.
A dynamic image of the rich, raw
perfection of nature, a primal blending
of darkness and light, of water and fire,
of yinyang, it forms part of a stream of
water images at the start of the kidney
meridian: KI 1’s Bubbling Spring yong
quan 涌 泉, KI 3’s Great Torrent tai xi 太
溪, KI 5’s Water Spring shui quan 水 泉,
before the stability of KI 6’s Shining Sea
zhao hai 照 海 gives way to the liberating
movement of Kid 7’s Restoring Flow fu
liu 復 溜.
Importantly, KI 6 is also called yin qiao
陰 蹻 Yin Motility, as the starting point –
and master point – of its namesake, the
extraordinary meridian yin qiao mai 陰
蹻 脈 Yin Motility Vessel, whose pathway
elucidates much of KI 6’s uses, passing
as it does through the inner thigh, the
genitals, throat, eyes and brain. Together
the yin qiao mai and yang qiao mai form
the macrocosmic circuit from feet to head
and give the perfect compenetration of
inner and outer, left and right, yin and
yang through night and day, in sleeping
and in waking, realigning to the ebb and
flow of tidal time.
Li Shizhen, the famous 16th century
encyclopedic author and practitioner,
writing on the eight extraordinary
meridians, mentions that Zhang

Ziyang, 11th century founder of the
Southern Daoist School, put forward the
interesting idea that of the eight it is
the yin qiao mai that comes first, before
the du mai (Sea of Yang), ren mai (Sea
of Yin) and chong mai (Sea of Blood).
This primacy and primal link back to
the origin may well explain the unusual
depth of action of the Shining Sea KI 6,
itself in the watery beginnings of the
kidney meridian.
With yin qiao mai’s particular affinity
for the woman – as yang qiao mai has
for the man – this point is important in
the treatment of infertility, balancing
and regulating a woman’s cycle. It
also treats vaginal discharges – hence
perhaps KI 6’s alternative name lou yin
漏 陰 Leaking Yin – and itching and pain
in the genital region.
Continuing its strong link to the yin
qiao mai, it is an important point in
realignment to the natural cycles of
time: to be yin, eyes closed and asleep,
in the yin of darkness and night, and
yang, eyes open and awake, in the yang
of daylight. I find it deeply restorative
in sleep problems, and often use it with
HT 6 Yin Cleft yin xi 陰 郗, a store of yin
on the heart meridian, giving an elegant
shao yin combination to restore good
communication between heart and
kidneys in frazzled, dried out, yanged
out insomniacs, bringing tranquility in
anxiety, restoring much needed peace
to the restless, fractious, fearful mind.
The calming nature of KI 6, and once
again its relation to the diurnal cycle,
is also seen in its treatment of epileptic
convulsions, where it is traditionally
used for night-time attacks, while BL 62
Extended Vessel shen mai 申 脈 is used
for daytime attacks.
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It is a wonderful point for the eyes,
especially but certainly not exclusively
for older people, for failing vision,
moistening and nourishing in dry
eyes with a gritty feel, and in red
swollen painful eyes, for example
with TH 2 Fluid Gate ye men 液 門. And
in our modern screen-based lives,
remember it for eyestrain from overuse
of computers, mobile phones and
televisions, with for example local point
ST 2 Four Whites si bai 四 白. So those
yin nourishing, heat clearing properties
make KI 6 a good point both for gamers
and grannies!
Sometimes known as the singer’s
point, KI 6 also has a particular affinity
for the throat, and is therefore useful
for anyone who overuses the voice,
including teachers and lecturers. I like
to use it with local point REN 23 Corner
Spring lian quan 廉 泉 as a balm for the
sore dry throat, lubricating those tired,
old, scratchy vocal cords; perfect, as
always, in yin deficiency.
As an important store of yin, this
Shining Sea helps with the dryness
of menopause, and to moisten and
lubricate in constipation. With LU
7 Broken Sequence lie que 列 缺, it
anchors the qi to help breathing in
asthma. And with BL 62 Extended Vessel
shen mai 申 脈, it helps to walk again
after stroke, restoring motility to weak,
painful limbs.
Like an old-fashioned larder that keeps
everything cool, could KI 6 be the area
Zhuangzi is referring to when he talks of
the authentic person ‘breathing through
the heels’, here where yin qiao mai’s
upward journey begins, where swift
Mercury’s sandals sprout their wings?
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How to become carbon friendly
in four easy(ish) steps
Joe
Jennings
Member: Oxfordshire
I know I’m not alone when I say that
I am hugely concerned about climate
breakdown and massively frustrated by
the lack of political action on the issue.
Whilst I think government policy is the
biggest missing key at the moment, I
figured that maybe I should become
carbon neutral in my own work before
bemoaning the inaction of others.
So that’s exactly what I did. I spent the
first few weeks of January accounting
for my 2019 emissions and offsetting
double my emissions to become carbon
positive: as far as I am aware, making
me the first acupuncturist in the world
to do so. And as offsetting on its own is
not a solution, I have also set targets to
reduce emissions across my business.
If you’re interested in joining me, here
are five steps to get you started.

1

Step one: understanding
the process

First, it is worth
familiarising yourself
with the greenhouse
gas protocol. This is the
standard method for
greenhouse gas reporting.
The official website has lots of guides
and resources, but they are all pretty
dense, at about 150 pages per guide! I
skimmed this one 〉 ghgprotocol.org/
I found The Carbon Trust's
carbon footprinting guide much
easier to understand. So I read this
one 〉 carbontrust.com/resources
I also looked at reports from other
businesses. Anglian water has one
that’s particularly easy to digest at just
six pages 〉 tinyurl.com/ww73umg
I also read the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA) guidance which is essentially
a slightly simplified version of the
greenhouse gas protocol 〉 tinyurl.com/
kn2ll9w

2

industrial processes. I only had to
account for my travel, and any that I
subcontract as an acupuncturist.
Energy supply from the grid although
you don’t have to account for green
energy: I measured all of the energy –
electric and gas – I use when I am at the
various centres I rent. Some of these
were already on green energy supplies,
so I discounted them.
All other indirect emissions – the
products that flow through your business:
You can choose which parts of these you
want account for as, theoretically, the
businesses that make them and deal with
the waste could and should already have
done this. Realistically, sadly, most do not.
So given that so much of our work uses
products, I decided to consider everything
that runs through my business.
In summary, to fully account for
your emissions you need to weigh/
measure all of the needles, cardboard,
plastic, kilometres of travel (in the
type of vehicle used), kilowatt hours of
energy, litres of water – everything. Be
as accurate as you can, and err on the
side of overestimating if you don’t have
completely accurate data.

The next step is to
multiply these numbers
by conversion factors. The
Department of Business,
Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) produce
annual conversion factor guides for UK
business. For example, these factors are
used to calculate the amount of carbon
per kilometre travelled for a specific
vehicle 〉 tinyurl.com/txlx8c8
For products, they include all of
the downstream emissions, from
extraction, processing, packaging
and distribution. For waste, they are
mainly the emissions related to taking
the waste to its upstream facilities –
emissions associated with recycling and
energy recovery are attributed either to
the organisation that uses the recycled
material or the one that uses the waste
to generate energy. This is done to avoid
double counting.
Sadly BEIS do not have a conversion
factor specifically for acupuncture
needles. We need to push our suppliers
for these. I had to substitute steel
cans, which isn’t ideal but reasonably
accurate.

Percentage of emissions Breakdown of emissions
for the whole business
for products used
Stationary
2.1%

Travel
27.5%

Products
37.9%

Step two: measuring your
emissions

Business
Travel
9.6%

Clinical tools
35.1%

The protocol breaks emissions
down into three areas:

Any direct emissions
created on site, plus
travel in your vehicles:
realistically this will be quite small
because we aren’t engaged in any

3

Step four: conversion
factors

Energy
34.5%
Water
0.1%

Needles
12.4%

Herbal products
40.6%
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Step four: making the report

Now you have all of your emissions split up
into their relevant scope, you can put together
your report. It is worth referring back to
DEFRA’s guidance and other groups' reports;
mine and Anglian Water's are simple and easy
to follow.
One heading you’ll find in a lot of reports is
'data assurance', which is generally to say an independent
body has verified the sums and findings. Verification is
pretty prohibitively expensive for now, so we can only
say we did our best. By doing a report you are already
going above and beyond most unlisted businesses; those
listed on the stock exchange are legally obliged to do a
greenhouse gas report.
And there you have it! It’s a relatively straightforward
process, but it can just take a bit of time – getting all of
the figures together, multiplying them by the conversion
factors, and then putting it in a report.
For me, this was a fascinating exercise to undertake.
I found I was responsible for half a tonne of carbon
equivalents in 2019! The majority was from product use
(42 per cent), then energy consumption (34.5 per cent),
then travel (23.5 per cent). Interestingly, needles that are
individually sealed with a guide tube each have more
plastic than metal per pack!
With the knowledge I gained I was able to set targets for
this year. Doing this for our products is hard, as medical
products will always have to be treated hygienically and
disposed of safely. So my targets are to cycle and use zero
carbon transport even more than in the past, and to push
the centres where I rent a room to use a green energy
supplier, if they don’t already. I will also try to reduce
plastic waste by using Acurea’s new eco needles.
For offsetting, the best recognised ‘supplier’ is Gold
Standard – goldstandard.org – which measures and
guarantees the effectiveness of the offsetting projects
it supports. They have many different options around
the world, from forest planting to water sanitation,
matching the UN’s sustainability goals. It costs from as
little as £8 to offset a tonne of carbon. I decided to offset
via a biodiversity forest in Panama that is home to 15
endangered species, including three-toed sloths.
It is worth noting that offsetting is a contentious area.
Some see it as greenwash, which it can be; for instance
an oil company offsetting their carbon emissions whilst
increasing their exploration and extraction. However, we
are not in the same category. The issue here, is that for us
and other medical practitioners, it is impossible to become
carbon neutral without offsetting, so on balance I believe
that offsetting is a useful step forward while we push our
suppliers to become carbon neutral.
As mentioned above, we don't have to account for the
products running through our business, but by choosing
to do so we are already going over and above the standard
level of reporting. The areas we can more readily make
progress on, at least for now, are the ones where I’ve set
new targets for the year, plus using eco needles. I think
this is something we all should be doing. And simply by
measuring your carbon emissions you can get a much
clearer picture of which areas are a problem and what you
can do about it.
If this has sparked your interest and you have any
questions or would like to know more about what I did,
please get in touch by email.

4

Joe Jennings 〉 joe@holistic-health.org.uk
Visit Joe’s website to download his full report and
enjoy a glimpse of one of his Panamanian three-toed
sloths 〉 holistic-health.org.uk/carbon-positive-acupuncture

Year of the Rat
Belinda
Coppock
Member: West Sussex
On 25 January the Chinese year of the Rat (Yang) begins
lasting until 12 February 2021 when the Ox takes over.
The Rat is the first of the twelve animals. They are
charming, energetic, hard-working and creative. They
are constantly organising new schemes to spread their
influence. They love money and success. They care about
close friends and especially their children and parents.
They do not like to see idleness and waste. They make
good heads of business as they are always alert to the
presence of any dangers. So this year is the time to invest
in new ventures, make new friends and join new clubs.
They should avoid the desert island as they were not
designed ever to be alone.
The Rat gets on very well with the Ox, Dragon, Snake
and Monkey. They can get along with most of the others
but the Horse, Sheep and Rooster are no match at all.
In stems and branches years ending with 0 are colon
(stem) in metal (great movement) which means excessive
dryness making conditions like dry eyes and constipation
worse. The branch energy (like last year) is water which
should help alleviate the dryness. Sedate LI 1 shang yang
and tonify LI 2 er jian. Drink plenty of water.
Famous Rats include: Shakespeare, Mozart, Charlotte
Bronte, JF Kennedy, Tolstoy, Jules Verne, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Prince Charles, Jimmy Carter, Cameron Diaz, Sidney
Poitier, Scarlett Johansson, Prince Harry, Diego Maradona.
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Nurturing
your practice
We all want to grow and develop as acupuncturists, but we don't have to do
it alone. We take a look at some of the different ways gathering together with
colleagues and mentors can help us along the path of our profession

Supervision:
what's it all about?
As I understand it, supervision is
the interaction that occurs when
a ‘professional’ brings their work
experiences to a ‘supervisor’ – usually
qualified in the same field – to gain
support and engage in reflective
dialogue and collaborative learning for
the development and benefit of both
the professional and the supervisor.

Is supervision mandatory for BAcC
members?

No. Continuing professional
development is mandatory for all BAcC
members, but supervision is not.
Reflection is an essential part of
continuing professional development
and members should be regularly
reflecting on and evaluating their own
work. Through this process they will be
able to see what went well and where
any further development or changes
are required.
Reflection can take many forms,
for example reviewing patient notes,
talking to friends you trained with
about treatment charges, etc.

What's the difference between
reflection, mentoring, and supervision?
There are many different types of
reflection, mentoring and supervision. In
one form or another, this kind of support
can be beneficial for every member,
regardless of their experience. In general,
the process deals with ensuring safe
competent practice and learning how to
work more effectively with clients.

How did the BAcC supervision register
come about?

Even though it’s not mandatory, the
BAcC does consider supervision a
valuable process, which is why the BAcC
approved register of supervisors was
set up – so that members who want
supervision can easily find someone
with appropriate training.
Isobel Cosgrove and Sally Blades will
be familiar names to many members
– both are committed to maintaining
high standards of practice and ethics
in acupuncture, and both have received
and trained in different types of
supervision and mentoring. In 1998
Isobel initiated a programme which
trains acupuncturists in supervisory
and group leadership skills. For the past
20 years Isobel, Sally and the network
they have developed have lobbied for
the BAcC to recognise the need for good
quality support for its members.
The original idea of developing a
BAcC register of supervisors came from
former education coordinator, Palvinder
Banwatt – some years later I picked up
the threads and continued recruiting, as
well as liaising with Isobel and Sally.

How do you get listed on the BAcC
register of supervisors?

Any member with the following can apply
to be on the BAcC register of supervisors:
• supervision and mentoring training
and experience
• counselling or psychotherapeutic
qualification and experience
• experience of facilitating small selfdirected groups
• teaching qualification based on selfdirected learning philosophy
Applicants are asked to provide:
covering letter detailing reasons
for application, experience in
acupuncture and supervision and
mentoring, training in supervision
and mentoring
• reflective piece of no more than 500
words, detailing a recent supervision
session
• references: contact details for supervisor/
mentor and supervisee/mentee
•

We currently have 40 practitioners on
the register and all are in continuing
supervision themselves.
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On being a
supervisor
What training do network practitioners do
with Isobel Cosgrove and Sally Blades?
Everyone in the mentoring/supervision
network has completed the ten-day
training developed by Isobel and Sally
and are in continuing supervision. The
names of many of those trained can be
found in the mentoring/supervision
advert which regularly appears in Acu.
Not all network members are currently
supervising – some decide not to, and
others may have retired.

Are there any plans for the BAcC
register and the network to merge?

I understand there is some confusion
regarding the difference between the
network and the register – maybe because
many practitioners appear on both lists.
Every two years the network begins a
fresh training course, which ultimately
leads to another 10 or 12 practitioners
joining the network – practitioners who
are then invited to apply to join the BAcC
register. The more established supervisors/
mentors are also invited to join.
For the BAcC, the most important
thing is that any member who wants
support can find a mentor/supervisor,
and the network provides trained
supervisors who have become the
building blocks of our growing BAcC
register. I should add that although
many names will appear on both lists,
practitioners can and do join the BAcC
register via other routes and training.

Want if I don’t want to have
supervision?

Supervision allows practitioners to
reflect on, talk about and understand
what happens in the treatment room
and how their personal life may impact
on their practice, all in a confidential
and supportive environment.
If this type of support is not for
you that’s absolutely fine. Whatever
method you choose, we encourage you
to continually reflect on your practice
and find support to enable your ongoing
professional development.
And to find out more about supervision/
mentoring, choose someone listed in Acu.
and send them an email or give them a call.

Jane Debois
Head of Professional Standards

I can’t recall the thinking that went
around the decision to join the
supervision/mentoring training. I do
remember it being at a time when after
15 years in practice, I felt a growing ‘disease’ with my work and with my
life generally.
The room we trained in looked out
over this beautiful courtyard and each
time we met, the trees and plants that
filled the courtyard showed the seasons
with the varying states of abundance
and decline. It became a place for us
to reflect and to take our breaks as we
journeyed through the course together.
It confirmed my love of nature and of
one of the fundamental underpinning
forces in Chinese medicine.
Something peeled away from me and
I learned (much later) that I had felt
safe in this group – an enabling factor
for growth. I came to realise that I had
been suffering from deep professional
isolation, treating patients day after day
without peer support. It was a lightbulb moment for me.
Further on down the line, I remember
sitting in the group and trying to
‘add up’ our shared number of years
in practice, humbled to be part of
something with such depth and
longevity. And then another light-bulb
moment – I realised it wasn’t about
the number of years, but rather this
level playing field of non-judgemental
colleagues learning to sit back in their
chairs and listen, really listen.
One of the most powerful skills we
developed was to give good constructive
feedback. We also learned to notice
our own inner critic and to have
compassion around our own and
others’ processes. These skills take
practice. Perhaps the deepest work has
been around boundaries – invaluable for
me in modelling this behaviour to my
(almost adult) children, my colleagues
and my patients.
As we gained our supervision
certificate we set up an ongoing group,
led by Isobel Cosgrove. We meet, and
have done for seven years now, six
times a year for a day in London. In
this group I have been able to navigate
various traumas and transitions in my
life – they have supported my journey, a
holding safe space as I have learned to
pace myself and grow.
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This process has also allowed
me to reflect on the dynamics in
the treatment room and how this
influences the therapeutic effect. I have
started to work at a very deep level,
recognising that the deeper I go myself,
the further I go with my patients. The
needle becomes the vehicle to enable
the energy to change. I now know that
less is very much more. Has it been
easy? No. Is it worth it? Yes.
As I move towards the later years
of my professional life, I feel a strong
pull to give back to the profession and
to share with the future generation of
acupuncturists. I have started teaching
at City College on the practitioner
development module of the course. I
now believe that the value of supervision
should be realised at the beginning of
one’s professional career, so it becomes a
habit and an integral part of working life
and self-development.
As I write these words and reflect, I
realise that I simply would not have
been able to do my job without the
training and experience I have had in
my group. I am honoured to be part of
my patient’s lives and be privy to their
healing journeys, just as I am honoured
to be part of this profession where we
are constantly learning to create safe
spaces for others.

Kate Henley
Member: Hertfordshire
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ACT Herts
We founded the Hertfordshire branch
of the Acupuncture Childbirth Team
(ACT) back in 2010. Following on from
a course run locally, the group realised
that there was an opportunity to carry
on meeting up, sharing and developing
our knowledge by leveraging the
structure already in place for ACT
groups elsewhere in the country. We
continue to be a thriving group of
around 20 practitioners with a special
interest in fertility and obstetric care.
The atmosphere is naturally informal,
friendly and supportive. As we mostly
are accustomed to working in our
individual settings, it provides a lovely
forum to come together and share
expertise, concerns and questions.
We all come from different colleges,
styles of training and philosophies,
so collectively there is an immense
amount of wisdom in the room and
personally I always feel somewhat in
awe of this.
We meet six times a year and host a
mix of speaker and discussion sessions.
Speakers may be invited because of
their expertise in our familiar realm
of acupuncture and herbs, or they
may come from other disciplines and
organisations in the local area who also
specialise in women’s health. We have
had fascinating insights into worlds as
diverse as hypnobirthing, counselling,
midwifery, osteopathy, Pilates, doulas,
coaching, and physiotherapy.

The schedule can also include
presentations on our own areas
of interest and expertise or infoshare sessions from recent training
conferences or courses. Some meetings
are more reflective discussion events
and we invite case studies to be brought
to the table, where we each chip in
with our unique styles, experience
and perspective to enrich everyone’s
practice.
And there is always the option to
communicate via email in between
meetings with any burning questions
or requests for covering treatments, for
example if we are away on holiday.
In terms of membership of ACT
Herts, if you can get to three or more
meetings per year and have 14 hours
of postgraduate obstetric training, you
are eligible to join. This peer support
network also counts as up to 12 hours
of annual CPD and at £50 a year is quite
a bargain!

Bea Masters
Member: Hertfordshire

Ashdown Forest & West Sussex RG
We always hold our regional group
meetings in Forest Row, on the borders
between West Sussex, East Sussex,
Surrey and Kent. Being so local to
the International College of Oriental
Medicine (ICOM), there is possibly one
of the highest ratio of acupuncturists
per capita in this area. The college has
attracted many international students
who have settled and thrived here.
Ninette started the original group,
along with Rob Hughes back in the
1990s, then Ioonah stepped up to help
after Rob passed away in 2018. Over
the years the group has provided a
very popular and steady resource for
continued study and support.
We welcome new graduates into
the professional field and offer a
place to share and exchange ideas
and experiences. We have an annual
calendar of dates and we meet about
every six weeks on rotating days of the
week, to help those who work in the
evenings or can only get childcare on
certain nights of the week.
Meetings are free to attend and are a
combination of social and professional
discussions. We always start informally,
with warm drinks and snacks,
introductions for new members, any
BAcC news and a general catch up. Then
we have our hour presentation or focus
on case studies, after which we usually
finish late and go our separate ways.

We pull on the expertise of our local
members to bring subjects and tasters
for the group – scalp acupuncture,
book reviews, aspects of stems and
branches such as lunar mansions,
nine continents, reports from trips to
China, etc – alternated with case study
evenings.
Acupuncturists of all schools and
styles are welcome – not just ICOM – as
it is through sharing we can enrich our
practice and support each other. We
have a lively mix of recent graduates
and more seasoned acupuncturists,
plus those between who lend support
and advice to the group. In so many
ways it doesn’t matter when you
graduated – all contributions are
helpful and sometimes the most recent
graduates are jumping hoops that more
experienced members haven’t had to.
We also have a members only
Facebook page where you can ask
for support, find out about the next
meeting, post relevant articles and
generally keep in touch. Thankfully
there is plenty of bonhomie and the
group thrives. If you are interested in
joining us, please feel free to get in
touch.

Ioonah Woods & Ninette Sapir
Members: West Sussex
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Toyohari
‘Non-insertive’ and gentle needling
techniques were a compelling reason
for me to apply for the first UK Toyohari
training programme, so that I could offer
something different to my patients.
Toyohari is a form of Keiraku Chiryo
(Japanese meridian therapy) developed
by blind practitioner Kodo Fukushima
in 1959 and refined through extensive
practice and study.
Fukushima’s friend and colleague,
Katsuyuki Kozato, invented a feedback
study method that Toyohari UK (TUK)
members now regularly practise. By
regularly attending group meetings we
build a network of like-minded practitioners
to reflect on all aspects of practice.
Each national branch chooses an annual
theme for local groups to practise and
discuss, for example kikei (extraordinary
channels), okyu (direct moxa) or abdominal
diagnosis. Using the Kozato feedback
method we refresh what we learnt on
the initial course, correct bad habits,
gain clarity and feel better equipped
when back in our treatment rooms.
A Kozato group may be organised by
any member with a suitable venue, as
frequently as demand dictates. Kozato is
a meeting of three or more practitioners;
one becomes the ‘subject’ lying on
the treatment table, the second is the
‘practitioner’ and the third is on the
pulse providing feedback, any others will
also be taking the pulse and/or quietly
watching for changes. All are actively
involved in making the diagnosis and
choosing the appropriate treatment,
then the ‘practitioner’ will talk through
their actions as they locate the point and
apply the needle. Everyone is then invited
to discuss their particular observations,
then we swap round, to experience each
position during the meeting.
The joy is that by joining a Kozato
group we all learn from one another and
experience the different viewpoints, and
have a familiar community on hand for
advice and support.
I always come away with renewed
confidence in my skills, passion for my
practice, CPD done and, most importantly,
better treatments for my patients.

Toyohari is a living, developing
practice based on the collaborative
clinical experience of members of the
association. Practitioners of all levels
of experience, meet and work together
during Kozato to develop and hone their
diagnostic and treatment skills.
Our local group tries to meet up once
a month for at least two hours. There
can be five or six of us and we take
turns acting as patient on the couch.
The others work together to agree a
diagnosis. We then take turns at finding
the active acupuncture points and
practising the appropriate needling
technique, while the others monitor
the pulse at the wrists, temples or feet.
The person needling verbalises what
they are doing at each stage, the pulse
monitors give feedback about strength,
speed and depth, and the ‘patient’
comments on palpation and needling
technique. Everyone learns, with
immediate feedback, the overall effect of
our diagnosis and needling.
As a practitioner you can feel a bit
exposed, especially if you visit a Kozato
practice outside your regular group.
It helps that Toyohari practitioners
are a supportive and nurturing lot;
comments are invariably sensitive,
respectful and build confidence.
Practitioners are often from varied
backgrounds – our local Kozato involves
lots of shared information about
acupuncture practice in general, plus
tea, cake and a friendly chat.
I find the knowledge, skills and
camaraderie shared and practised is
invaluable. In April TUK are meeting for
two days training with Stephen Birch
and Junko Ida which will include plenty
of Kozato and no doubt food and fun too.

Gaynor Hollis
Member: West Midlands

Anna Hazlehurst
Member: Warwickshire

Supervision & mentoring
register/network

Cost: £30-£70 – varies
depending on location, length
of session, whether individual
or group sessions, etc
Discounted rates/video
conferencing/Skype sessions
are offered by some
practitioners

ACT

Regional groups

Membership cost:
£50 per year

Cost: many meetings are
free, some charge according
to event/speaker/group
consensus

UK-wide network –
to belong to ACT Herts:
minimum 14 hours
postgraduate training +
attend at least three
meeting per year

UK-wide network – open to
BAcC members and students
Annual funding from BAcC:
£300

Toyohari

Graduate training takes
place over eight weekends
and leads to membership of
the European Branch of the
Toyohari Association (EBTA)
and Toyohari UK (TUK)
Membership cost: £165 per
year, with access to free
training days – at least three
a year – and Kozato practice
anywhere in the UK
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Building a practice
through a five element lens
New graduate Vanessa Covelo observes how theory becomes practice as she reflects on her first few months as a fully fledged
acupuncturist.

Vanessa
Covelo
Member: London
Becoming an acupuncturist often
involves abandoning anthropocentrism
in favour of the Daoist view of
integration between humans and
nature, reflected in the five elements
cycle. As a former computer scientist,
this shift didn’t come to me naturally.
However, looking back over the
past year of building an acupuncture
practice from inception – a very
thorough business module in our
final year of studies – to being up and
running and having regular patients,
I’ve found the whole process incredibly
informative when viewed through the
five elements creation cycle, including
getting to know myself and my
elemental archetype.
As a through and through wood
person, I am well aligned to spring, to
beginnings, to growth. Therefore, the
initial vision for
my acupuncture
practice came
easily to me.
When I found a
treatment room
that was perfect
for me and the
landlady agreed
to keep it for me
until I graduated
in September, the
wood element
inside me felt immediately appeased
as the worry about finding a place to
practise subsided. I saw this as a clear
sign of wood ceasing to control earth.
Wood kept on manifesting through
this period as I created my business
plan: marketing materials, financials,
one-, three- and five-year goals. All this
transformation of thought energy into
tangible plans pleased my archetype.
The summer, associated with the fire
element, saw a characteristic flurry of
activity as I used the free time I had
between completing my coursework
and graduating to set up the room.
The builders went in to decorate and
install a sink; the door had a lock put
in and its glass glazed; and after every

improvement
there was
cleaning to
be done. One
risk during
a fire phase
is verging
towards
mania, and
I certainly
had to catch
myself
and put a
stop to my
investment
before it
got out of
control. Good enough is a great goal
when setting up a treatment room; you
always have an opportunity to make
improvements later on, once the basics
are in place and your income is flowing.
Earth, associated with the late
summer, is the transition point between
the expansion of the wood and fire
phases and the contraction of metal
and water (Reichstein, 1998). For wood
elemental archetypes whose qi can
become easily stagnated, the earth
phase can be a delicate point as excess
worry can weaken the spleen, which
then gives the liver an opportunity to
invade through the control cycle. This
was certainly the case for me as I got
increasingly frustrated with the red
tape necessary to get my practice up
and running. The frustration didn’t
relent until I accepted what was
and let go of expectations, placing
unconditional trust in the process.
Letting go of my self-imposed deadlines
allowed me to align with the metal
element as autumn came. After 15
years in the tech industry I had built
a strong persona and self-identity
around it, and starting out as an
acupuncturist involved abandoning the
familiar aspects of my previous career:
a steady income, a career path, regular
working hours and above all, the selfconfidence that comes with many years
of expertise. This process of separation

between my old and new lives was
facilitated by the strength of metal,
which also helped me transition into
the yin of the upcoming winter.
While I expected the start of my clinic
to be strongly wood flavoured, with lots
of activity, new patients coming in, and
general growth, I found that the winter
season strongly rooted it in the water
element: the process was slow and
meditative; my first patients required
a lot of deep thinking and research on
my part, while at the same time I was
feeling depleted from all the energy
spent throughout the year and felt the
need to prioritise rest and recovery.
All in all, while I’ve found that the
process of building a practice has been
steeped deeply in the wood archetype
which aligns with my own personality,
the other elements of the five element
philosophy have also had a strong
influence at different times of the
calendar year.
As spring approaches, I can feel my
energy starting to shift and grow and I
hope to harness this in my practice and
my own self-development. It certainly
feels a much more ecological lifestyle
than the life I spent in an office ignoring
the rhythms of nature.
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My treatment room
Paul
Adkins
Acupuncturist: Cornwall
As well as being my treatment room,
my clinic is my sanctuary. I’m very
fortunate to have a busy client base and
work long days, so my space needs to
be a home from home for me, and also
somewhere that my clients can relax
and enjoy their acupuncture treatments.
I’ve always be lucky enough to own
my practice space, which means I can
have my bits and pieces around me –
this familiarity with my surroundings
provides a comfortable and safe
environment for my clients.
Of the things I treasure in my clinic, I
have picked out a few that have special
memories for me.
First is a Japanese cup
– a gift from my good
friend, Takao Ueda, who
is an acupuncturist I’ve
worked with in Japan.
It features Hokusai’s
Great Wave, and Takao
gave it to me when he
came over to train with
me ten years ago.
I’ve had the oriental office screen that
I use to section off part of my clinic
for many years and it always gets a
comment from new clients: a great bit
of furniture but a devil to dust with all
the small mother-of-pearl carvings.
Something very dear to my heart
is my ‘baby wall’. So much of my
work these days is in supporting and
helping couples who are struggling
with fertility issues. It gives me such
a great feeling when a parent emails a
photograph or, even better, pops in with
their new addition and thanks me for
my help. I have absolutely no doubt in
the power of acupuncture to treat these
issues, whether naturally or via IVF
support, and I’m proud to have helped
so many couples.
I always want my acupuncture books
to hand, so having my bookshelf right
there where I need it gives me great
pleasure, and the ladder is a real bonus.
The last thing to talk about is the
new mural I’ve just had put up in the
clinic. It’s a Japanese mountain scene,
based on an original print by Kuniyoshi
called ‘Fuji no Yukei’. I love traditional
Japanese woodblock prints – so it’s
perfect. Thanks to one of my clients for
the great decorating job.
I love going to work in my acupuncture
space, and I’m sure the fact that I feel so
comfortable helps me give my clients
the best treatments that I can.
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Letters
An effective working model

I was delighted to read in the autumn edition of Acu.
about people developing successful practices that provide
great experiences for patients and practitioners alike and
provide a reasonable income for acupuncturists.
By way of introduction, I graduated in 1982 from the
International College of Oriental Medicine (ICOM) in East
Grinstead after studying with Dr van Buren. Since then I
have practised in my own clinic in Wandsworth, southwest London. Initially I had two rooms, then from 1987, five
rooms, now, since 2015, nine rooms.
My working model was inspired by Dr John Shen who
taught me in 1984. He practised originally in Taiwan. He
was independently wealthy so did not need to charge very
much and saw a huge variety of patients. In a working day
he would sit at his desk while patients queued down the
hall. He would listen to each one briefly, take their pulse and
any other relevant observations, then write a prescription
for which points to needle and any herbs they needed. Each
patient then went to a multibedded room where someone
else would insert needles and dispense herbs. In this
fashion, he would routinely see 200 patients a day.
I have adapted this model to comfortably see 60 to 70
patients a day working from 7 am until
6.30 pm with an hour-and-a-half for lunch. In my clinic,
each patient is in their own room, I do the same as Dr Shen
(although without the herbs), insert their needles and
leave them there for 20 minutes while moving on to see
the next patient. I still love the challenge of making a good
diagnosis through pulses and symptoms and, like him, see
a wide variety of patients.
I understand that most colleges teach students by
having one patient in a room with the teacher and several
students observing for 30 to 45 minutes. This is a great
model for teaching (indeed, Dr van Buren used it himself
with me), however I believe that my patients benefit from
that time on their own, rather than in conversation with
me, untrained as I am in psychotherapy. This approach is
the cornerstone of my working model and has allowed me
to treat a broad and diverse range of patients throughout
the history of my practice.
So, I will be 70 later this year, and before I retire, I would like
to help acupuncturists younger than me who want to develop
their diagnostic skills and are interested in working in this
way. If you are interested, please contact me by email and I will
be happy to meet up and discuss the best way to proceed.

Adrian Stoddart
Member: London
reception@newsouthfieldsclinic.com 〉
newsouthfieldsclinic.com

Why the BAcC
funds the
BAAB… and
why it matters
Harriet
Lansdown
Lead Accreditation Officer
When you decided to become an acupuncturist, you had
choices. Because acupuncture isn’t a regulated profession
in the UK, you could have read a book about it, and just
set yourself up. Better, you could have done a course on
Groupon for £50. Raising your game, you could have done
a course over a few weekends, or even up to a year.
But as a BAcC member, you didn’t make those choices;
you chose to do a course accredited by the BAAB, a course
that cost more, that took a long time, that demanded
degree-level standards of training and education. Why?
Because you wanted to learn properly, because you
wanted to make sure your course was the best available,
because you took yourself seriously as a professional,
because you wanted to be the sort of acupuncturist
who offered the very best for your patients, because
BAAB accredited courses offer the highest standard of
acupuncture education in the UK.
Since the early days in 1990, the Board has worked to
foster and monitor high quality educational standards in
acupuncture, helping the profession to move purposefully
towards a framework of educational practice that is
marked by the same holistic world view as the practice of
acupuncture itself.
Independent accreditation of teaching institutions is an
important way in which a profession can demonstrate its
maturity, its capacity for effective self-regulation and its
public accountability. The BAAB ensures that the course
you chose meets all the requirements of the BAcC and
continues to do so.
How? Well, the BAAB is good at what it does. The BAAB
can do that because the BAcC ensures we have the funding
to carry out all the due diligence necessary to make it
happen. Your membership fees enable us to maintain
standards. Or, then again, there’s always Groupon…

Have you found Moxi yet?
Hidden somewhere in the pages of this Acu. is a teensy-weensy little Moxi.
For a chance to win a Moxa Moments t-shirt designed by Toon Min... tell us where Moxi is by 3 April.
Find Moxi and send in your answer to editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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Planning
for our futures
Maggie
Bavington
Member: London

It might seem odd to include
pensions in an issue of Acu.
about new growth. Why am
I writing about this? I am
certainly no expert,
I have just been
talking to colleagues
about their plans for
eventual retirement.
It concerns me that
nearly everyone said
they plan to keep
working as their
only other source of
income will be the
state pension, and I
think it is something
we should be talking
about.
In 2016 the government
made enrolment in a
workplace pension obligatory.
However, as self-employed
practitioners we are under no
such obligation, and it is left to us to
make our own pension provision. Many
people have not done this; apparently
an estimated 35 per cent in the UK are
not saving into a pension. The Mail
Online money section – This is MONEY.
co.uk – see this as a national crisis and
are lobbying the government to level the
playing field for the self-employed. But
we shouldn’t count on this happening
anytime soon.
The Money Charity – themoneycharity.
org.uk – says talking about personal
finances is empowering, and also one
of the last British taboos. I strongly
believe that in order to become resilient
thriving practitioners, we need to look
after ourselves in all the ways we can. A
wonderful article I read in the Canadian
Veterinary Journal includes money as a
key facet of wellbeing: managing your
resources to live within your means,
making informed financial decisions
and investments, setting realistic goals,
and preparing for short-term and longterm needs or emergencies.

Opinion
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Why should we bother?

Although we are disadvantaged
compared to someone whose employer
is required by law to pay a minimum
of three per cent into our pension
scheme (and many pay more), there are
still some financial incentives for us.
Basically, for every £100 you save, the
taxman will add another £25, more if
you are a higher rate tax payer.

Where to start?

There is a lot of potentially confusing
information out there. All the online
pension sites do however recommend
getting into good habits early – save
early, save often.
To get help, you could start by looking
at the Pensions Advisory Service. They
explain the different kinds of pensions
available, and offer a free Midlife Review
telephone conversation about your
personal circumstances, financial, work,
family and health situation. Based on this
they can give impartial and independent
guidance to help you think about
your pension planning and your next
steps 〉 pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk
Alternatively you can pay an
independent financial advisor.
Citizensadvice.org.uk has lots of useful
information about how to find and
choose one.
An adviser will help you work out an
annual savings goal. Recognising that
the income of the self-employed can
fluctuate, one adviser recommends
that you look for a pension provider
who won’t require regular minimum
payments but will allow you to
accommodate changes in your income.

What’s my story?

If we haven’t yet set up a pension,
what’s stopping us?

Some time ago the BAcC did organise
practitioner access to a pension scheme
but had to withdraw it due to lack of
take-up. Colleagues I spoke to and a
trawl of the members’ forum gave the
following reasons:
• it is hard to earn enough to live on
now, saving for a distant future seems
impossible
• student debt
• cost of housing
• pensions are far too complicated
• pension schemes are not safe, some
have gone bust
• financial crashes have undermined
the value of savings
• we can carry on working as long as want
• I have a pension from a previous career
• other financial resources: property,
a partner who is financially secure,
inheritance

I wish someone had given me this advice
25 years ago. I am lucky that I will be able
to retire with an occupational pension
from my former career. Looking back,
like many colleagues I started out as an
acupuncturist worrying about whether
my treatments would be effective,
stressing about finding enough clients
and feeling uncomfortable about charging
them. Only much later did I start thinking
about how much money I needed to make
and setting financial goals.
I discovered that knowing how much
money I needed really helped me to
manage my practice and feel more in
control. I saved to pay for expensive
courses, but I certainly also could have
saved into a pension scheme from the
outset, as a couple of my colleagues
have done. I would encourage you to do
the same; after all, tiny acorns grow into
mighty oaks. I was delighted to discover
that the money I put away in an indexlinked insurance policy when I gave up
smoking in my twenties has turned into
£20,000… which will let me retire a year
early and go to art college!

Questions?

If this has raised questions for you, good!
Please send them into Acu. and we’ll see
if we can come up with some answers in
the next issue 〉 editor.acupuncture.org.uk
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The
classic of
difficulties
Guiltiest pleasure

Cakes with confectioner’s custard,
eaten anywhere!

Favourite song lyric

I am what I am and what I am needs no
excuses

Desert island disc

Spem In Alium
Thomas Tallis – a wonderful sound
installation by Janet Cardiff

Desert island film
The Jungle Book

Desert island book

Mokume Gane in the Small Shop
Steve Midgett

Hero/heroine

Don’t do heroes or heroines – never
have, not sure why

If you weren’t an acupuncturist what
would you be doing?
Silversmith or fine art printmaker

Superpower of choice
Teleporting

A one-way ticket to…

A lovely garden, but I’d have to teleport
or go overland, I hate flying

Which word/phrase do you overuse?

Right! One of my dogs, years ago, started
to respond as a command for action!

What do you see when you turn out the
light?
Dark! I have aphantasia, so when the
lights go out it really is just black

Fantasy dinner party guests

Loved ones – past and present

What’s your diagnosis?
Stuffed!

Worst nightmare

Walking into reception and realising I’ve
forgotten the name of my new patient

Favourite proverb

What the eye doesn’t see the heart don’t
grieve over! Thanks, Mum!

One bed or multibed?

At the moment, one to one

What’s your animal?
Dog – wolfhound

What has life taught you?

Everything goes on circles

Tell us a joke

What do you call three burglars?
A pair of nickers (Told to me by a threeyear-old standing on the top of a slide)

What question do you wish you had
been asked?

Desert island work of art: Tate Britain
Mark Rothko room, as was, with
four paintings in a room so you felt
completely engulfed by them

Di Shimell
Member: South Yorkshire
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Transforming Lincoln
Jason
Tsai
Programme Leader: Lincoln College
The acupuncture
course taught in
Lincoln has been
through many
transitional
stages and
undergone many
developmental
transformations
since it was first set up.
The original course was accredited
in 2006, with support from the
University of Lincoln and the BAAB.
Due to higher education reform, in
2012 it transferred to Lincoln College
but retained its validation. Then a
decline in student numbers led to the
course being discontinued for a year,
before being given a second chance
in 2015. Yet another blow came when
we had to seek university validation
elsewhere. Happily, following an
exhaustive and long process, we
received validation by the Open
University in July 2018, so at present
our programme of study is delivered to
students on two validated courses.

Course development

For the past two academic years Lincoln
College has run a self-employment
workshop for higher education students
across various courses. This last year a
workshop was organised specifically for
the complementary medicine courses
– acupuncture and herbal medicine
– and our students used the opportunity
to discuss related topics with experts.
Brett Robertson, one of our acupuncture
graduates of 2018, came along to share
his experience and to deliver a two-day
facial acupuncture workshop. Both
events got very positive feedback from
students, and we have invited Brett to
return every year to run similar sessions.
Two important modules were included
in the Open University validated course:
Year One Professional Development (15
credits) and Year Three Management of
Professional Practice (10 credits). The
Professional Development module
includes professional body regulations,
ethics, byelaws and other current issues,
and so far students have participated
enthusiastically and given positive
feedback. Management of Professional
Practice prepares the students for
self-employment by discussing business
management, clinic-related issues,
registration, etc.

Expansion of clinic and clinical practice

Due to increasing numbers of students
and service users, Lincoln College has
allocated a budget specifically for the
development of the complementary
medicine clinic: six new treatment
rooms, a large discussion room for
up to ten students with bookshelves
and computer, plus a GDPR compliant
storeroom for patient files.
Our students get to treat patients with
a variety of disorders, which greatly
enhances their clinical experience.
And to help our students gain mutual
understanding and experience of both
disciplines, it was recently agreed that
each of them can have two to three
sessions of acupuncture or herbal
medicine treatment – including herbal
medicine tea, decoction, or tincture –
with full consultation free of charge.

Learning facilities

A library budget exclusive to the
acupuncture course is allocated every
year, and students are invited to suggest
new Chinese medicine or acupuncture
books to add to our growing collection.
The college has also expanded its
databases, so students are able to
search online for more journal articles,
and each final-year student can order
up to ten journal articles via interlibrary loan free of charge.

Teaching and future perspectives

We have three full-time members of
staff and as well as teaching, we are
all active researchers, with articles
published in peer-reviewed journals
including the Journal of Clinical Case
Studies and Medical Acupuncture,
and more to come. Our two visiting
scholars from China – Professor Simei
Wan of Anhui University of Chinese
Medicine and Professor Qiuling Xu of
Hainan University of Chinese Medicine
– stayed for twelve and six months,
respectively. Their involvement added
greatly to student discussions, in
terms of theories delivered in class and
clinical practice, and we are expecting
to welcome more and more visiting
scholars from China through teaching
and research collaboration.
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Changing of the guard
at the BAAB

In December, the British Acupuncture
Accreditation Board (BAAB) held a
lunch to say goodbye to Rita Lewis,
who was chair of the BAAB for nearly
20 years. Rita is retiring after her long
and valuable work for the Board, where
she has upheld the highest standards
for the acupuncture profession, and
chaired the Board with commitment,
engagement and good humour.
Rita holds a BA, MSc and an education
qualification. She taught health
management in higher education and
was an NHS trust board non-executive
director. She was a community health
council member and chair of the
National Association for England and
Wales. Her work as a lay member of
the professional regulatory bodies for
nursing and midwifery, osteopathy and
chiropractic added to the skills and
experience she brought to the BAAB.
Until recently, she was also chair of the
national charity Action Against Medical
Accidents, whose purpose is to support
people affected by avoidable harm in
healthcare; to help them achieve justice;
and promote better patient safety.
Rita was very aware of the effort
that the British Acupuncture Council
(BAcC) and the BAAB made over the
years to achieve the professional
standing it enjoys today, and she
played a key role in supporting and
maintaining the necessary standards
and infrastructure.
The respect and popularity she
generated was shown by the numbers
of colleagues, old and new, who came
to the goodbye lunch to wish her well
in her retirement. The staff team
and representatives of the course
providers also came to honour her
contribution to the acupuncture
profession. Rita was proud of all the
work we did together and said:
‘I think that the acupuncture

profession, led by the BAcC, has
built a wonderful ethos of working
together for the highest standards
and public protection that can be
achieved within the context of
voluntary regulation.’
At the same time, we welcome
Professor Mike Saks, who also came
to Rita’s lunch, as the new chair of the
BAAB. Mike holds a BA, MA and PhD
and has the unique record of having
been on the executive/board of six
UK universities (including as CEO), as
well as currently holding four visiting
chairs at the Universities of Lincoln,
Westminster and Toronto in addition
to the Royal Veterinary College,
University of London.
Mike has a longstanding interest in
acupuncture, having written articles
on the subject and a pioneering book
charting the history of acupuncture
in Britain, based on his doctorate at
the London School of Economics. His
expertise lies in health, professions,
regulation and research – areas on
which he has published some twenty
books. He has said acupuncture has
not always received the credit and
standing that it deserves in the health
agenda and he would like to see it
secure a stronger place in healthcare.
As well as his academic credentials,
Mike is a member of the Innovation
Council, alongside chief executives
of major multinational companies.
He has been a chair/member of many
NHS committees, and has advised the
UK Department of Health and bodies
such as the General Medical Council.
Internationally, he has conducted
much collaborative research and
advised governments on health policy.
At present he is honorary senior
adviser on leadership to the United
Nations and cofounder of the UNsponsored Institute for Responsible
Leadership (responsible-leadership.
org). He is also the vice president
of the International Sociological
Association Research Committee on
Health.
Professor Saks said: ‘I am very
pleased to become chair of the BAAB
and am looking forward to working
with colleagues associated with the
BAAB and the British Acupuncture
Council in enhancing standards in
the accreditation process and putting
acupuncture even more firmly on the
map.’

Harriet Lansdown
Lead Accreditation Officer
Mike Saks
BAAB Chair
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WebWatch
David Katz research article 〉 tinyurl.
com/tyko5n8

Published at the end of last year, this
free access journal article ‘Diet Is the
Single Most Important Predictor of
Health’ was written by David L Katz,
founding director of Yale University’s
Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center.
Katz gives a summary of research and
clinical lessons from his long career in
nutrition and preventative medicine – a
useful and important piece that will
resonate with acupuncturists.

Kath Berry 〉 tinyurl.com/tn74zuv

Looking to top up your CPD, listen to your
favourite expert or revisit a webinar you
didn't finish? Kath Berry's YouTube
channel may hold the answer. She's
compiled over 200 videos of interviews,
seminars and workshops with guest
acupuncturists, herbalists and other
complementary therapists – have a browse!

AcuPro Academy 〉 tinyurl.com/qnjb2ch
‘TCM Geek’ Clara creates interesting
and visual content to help you develop
your skills in diagnosis, theory and
treatment protocols. As Clara says, keep
rocking it with acupuncture!

Brad Whisnant Seminars 〉
bradwhisnant.com

Here’s a wealth of online courses via an
online portal. There's something to
interest everyone – from free business
advice to paid courses such as distal
theory for treating shoulders, how to
make Chinese herbs profitable and
information on Master Tung points, plus
many more besides. Courses are well
designed and use video recordings to
help convey information easily. Case
studies and accompanying notes are
also included.

Global Health Histories seminar
142 〉 youtu.be/G9SAXSgVLGQ

Catch up with this seminar from early
February – Complementary and
alternative medicines in the ‘biomedical
world’ – with speakers Hugh MacPherson
(University of York), Vivienne Lo
(University College, London) and Aditi
Bana (WHO, Geneva). Hugh addresses
questions related to the efficacy and
effectiveness of acupuncture for chronic
pain, plus recent data on the extent that
acupuncture outperforms a placebo,
while Vivienne suggests there is much
more to be learned from traditional
medicine on its own terms, using
historical examples from China. Although
the sound is less than perfect, it’s well
worth sticking with it for the content.
Why not share your favourite online
resources with other members by
sending a link to WebWatch via editor@
acupuncture.org.uk
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Regional
round-up
Brighton & Hove

New growth
Carol
Clifford
Regional Support Coordinator
I felt I had to write something in this
issue of Acu, given that growth is close
to my heart and the main part of my
job with the BAcC.
Since I took over cultivating the
regional groups (RGs), all in all it's
been a blooming great experience.
Although the propagation of new RGs
has been slow and still needs lots of
nurturing, the already established
groups have had an explosion of new
beginnings.
Regional group coordinators (RGCs)
got behind my 2019 challenge and
ran 50 per cent more meetings than
in 2018, which I am hoping will be
surpassed in 2020.

As always, there is a BUT!

If we want these RGs to prosper – and
for us to nurture this great resource
which is on tap locally all over the
UK – then we need you, the members,
to go along and help the RG seeds
germinate and flourish into a garden
of shared knowledge and experience.
Last year the uptake of members
to meetings ratio was approximately
23 per cent, highlighting that this
membership benefit is underused by
the majority.
RGs are run by members who
voluntarily give of their time,
enthusiasm and experience to bring
colleagues together for the good of all
in their local acupuncture community.
Run by member, for members.

What we need every member to do

Whether you have been a member
for a long time or have just joined, we
need you to attend a meeting. Find
out for yourself what they are about,
what’s on offer, and let your RGC know
what it will take for you to come again.

If you have a specialism or are
passionate about a particular topic
related to acupuncture, tell your RGC
so they can book you to come along
and inspire others in an accessible,
inclusive and supportive environment.

Brighton & Hove regional group held
their first meeting of the year to
celebrate the Chinese New Year. We had
a delicious Chinese meal and discussed
seasonal influences in Chinese
medicine. We also brainstormed for
future meeting topics and enjoyed
general networking and support.
Barbara Cooke-Hider 〉 07710 713621 〉
babtut@gmail.com

Cheshire, Merseyside & North Wales

Have a say in Acu.

Our time has finally come to revamp
the regional group pages. Now’s your
chance to let us know what you’d like
to read about in these news pages
from the regions.
Whatever your experience of RGs,
don’t be afraid to ask questions and
make suggestions, and let’s see if
we can come up with informative,
inclusive, exciting content to stimulate
our valuable regional network.
Regional groups are organised with
your local needs in mind – so please
come along and plant a seed, and
together, watch it germinate into a
community which benefits every one
of its members.
Could you head up a new Regional
Group? It's a great way to create a
community of acupuncturists in your
area, and you'll receive £300 annually
to help fund your local group events!
Buckinghamshire, Channel Islands,
Cumbria, Devon, Dorset, Glasgow
& Strathclyde, Gloucestershire,
Kent, London East & Central, North
Yorkshire & East Riding of Yorkshire,
North Wales, Staffordshire are all just
waiting for a group to start!
Carol Clifford 〉 020 8735 1216 〉
carolc@acupuncture.org.uk

Towards the end of January we had yet
another amazing meeting. Once again,
more of our lovely members turned up
and as our group grows so does our sense
of community, support and belonging.
Phil Trubshaw and Bethany
Fairweather gave a presentation
on Promoting our Practices and
Acupuncture, via Social Media, which
was engaging, interesting, informative
and gave useful suggestions that
could be immediately used by all of us.
Members left the meeting with a greater
social media awareness and a better
understanding of Instagram and the
workings of social media in general.
Some commented that they now
understand the importance of social
media, and how this can help with
promoting our individual practices,
as well as acupuncture in general. We
all recognised the need to raise public
awareness of our qualifications and
what is required to be a BAcC member.
Jackie Fairweather 〉 07398 450390 〉
bacc.jackie@gmail.com
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Exeter & South West

On a freezing January night, seven of us
met for an evening on shoulder
conditions, kindly lead by acupuncturist
Richard Walters. Richard also practises
and teaches zero balancing, so was able
to take us off in a new direction when it
comes to shoulders. We discussed the
relevant muscles, including the serratus
anterior, which can pull the scapula too
tightly against the ribs: it's a muscle
which doesn't get mentioned as much
as the other favourites in the locality.
Drawing on zero balancing
techniques, we practised feeling the
differences between contact at skin,
muscle and bone level, then practised
an examination of the ribs down the
back. We also looked at the energetics
of the therapeutic encounter, and trying
to sit back to let the patient ‘come to
us’. Thank you, Richard, for a session
which took us beyond shoulders, into
new ways of working and other patientpractitioner dynamics to be aware of.
Robin Costello 〉 01392 424276 〉
ancotello@yahoo.co.uk

Wales: South West

We held our very first two meetings in
January, in Carmarthan and Swansea,
and it was great to see so many members
turn up. Everyone who came was really
engaged and there were some interesting
and lively discussions.
There was almost universal agreement
that the group was needed and would
offer support in what can be an isolating
profession. We will also try and lure some
of those offering CPD courses over the
border! At upcoming meetings we plan
to cover interesting or difficult cases, and
perhaps refresh our point location.
We would like to raise the profile
of BAcC members in the region and
are investigating ways we can reach
other healthcare professionals, social
prescribers and the public in general.
We plan to have three more meetings
in 2020 and everyone is very welcome.
Rachel Edney 〉 07815 097473 〉
rachel@racheledney.co.uk

West Yorkshire

Hampshire

Community
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New RGCs for Derbyshire &
Nottinghamshire and Shropshire

Marianne graduated from CTA in 2012
and is in private practice. She is a clinical
supervisor for third-year students at TAA.
Sharon graduated from CICM in 2015
and has a background in reflexology and
massage. She works in a multidisciplinary
clinic and is completing a diploma in
gynaecology, obstetrics and fertility.
Both are keen for the new group to
give members the opportunity to meet
regularly to offer each other support, as
well as learning from speakers, first aid
training, discussing case histories, etc.
Sherrie's business
degree led her into
several corporate
marketing and
business development
roles before deciding
she wanted to move
to a more caring
profession. It was a
positive experience
with a local five element practitioner
that took her down the path of studying
acupuncture.
She graduated from TAA in March 2019
and now has a growing clinic in Shrewsbury.
She wants to build on the work already
done to make the Shropshire group an
active support network for all.

Farewell from West Midlands RGCs

First aid skills are so important to
learn. It’s a skill for life and no matter
what your background, learning
first aid means you can literally help
save someone’s life on the spot. Our
instructor Alex Brazkiewicz made the
training great fun and very informative,
and just as importantly we enjoyed
meeting and making friends with other
local members. The venue location was
beautiful and we had vegan treats/fresh
fruit to keep us energised during the
day! I can certainly highly recommend
the first aid training day with Alex. See
you all at the next event in 2020!
Sahar Hooti 〉 020 7129 7552 〉
info@acucareclinic.co.uk

Our West Yorkshire Regional Group met
in January, in Leeds. It was a vibrant,
lively get-together, with 19 of us in total.
We had an ideas tree, which prompted a
variety of great suggestions, and we hope
to meet again in the spring, somewhere
else in West Yorkshire. We are talking
to trainers in mental health and
acupuncture needling techniques, with
a view to local training, and we're keen
to make use of the skills of those in our
group: watch out for sessions including
qigong for patients and practitioners,
nutrition, mental health, point location
and needling techniques, and possibly
attendance from a rep from one of our
acupuncture suppliers.

Having worked as RGCs for over five
years we have mutually decided to
stand down after honouring our final
requested meeting. We hope that there
will be other members within our group
who would like to take on the role. If
you're interested please do not hesitate
to contact either of us, or alternatively
get in touch with Carol Clifford at the
BAcC office. We would like to thank
everyone for their ideas and for
supporting our group, and we wish you
all a very happy Chinese Year of the Rat.

Caitlin Allen 〉 07971 927675 〉
acupuncture@caitlinallen.co.uk

Jacki Winkett 〉 07752 563042 〉
jackwinkett@btinternet.com

Rachael Hardiman 〉 07951 762861 〉
acupuncturerachael@gmail.com

Steve Lowe 〉 07745 893555 〉
info@willowacupuncture.co.uk
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REGIONAL GROUPS WHAT'S ON
EXETER & SOUTH WEST
Tuesday 31 March, 6-8pm 〉 Jane Debois, BAcC
head of professional standards – note keeping, duty
of candour and complaints 〉 The Natural Health
Practice, 2a Spicer Road, St Leonards, Exeter EX1 1SX
ALL MEMBERS & STUDENTS WELCOME
Robin Costello 〉 01392 424276 〉
ancotello@yahoo.co.uk
HAMPSHIRE
Sunday 5 April, 2-5pm 〉 Hannah Bowie-Carlin, BAcC
safe practice officer – your safe practice questions
answered 〉 Southampton Local Quaker Friends Meeting
House: hampshirequakers.org.uk/southampton.php
Hannah has asked that you please let me know in
advance if you have a particulare question, so that
she can prepare a detailed answers
Sahar Hooti 〉 020 7129 7552 〉 info@acucareclinic.co.uk
HEREFORDSHIRE & WORCESTERSHIRE
Monday 18 May, 7.30pm-9pm 〉 discussion and point
location 〉 Philip Weeks' Clinic, Wyeval House,
42 Bridge Street, Hereford HR4 9DG
Relaxed meeting with tea and cake – opportunity to
discuss in a confidential environment any issues at
all relating to our acupuncture practices
Please also bring a thought about a favourite/least
favourite point to share – point location problems can
also be resolved!
ALL MEMBERS & STUDENTS WELCOME
Debbie Smith 〉 01544 327447 〉 58debbs@gmail.com
LANCASHIRE
Tuesday 7 April, 10am-4pm, £25 〉 Judith Blaire 〉
Introduction and a dive into the NADA protocol 〉
The Tara Centre, Lancaster
Learn the benefits of NADA and add it to your practice
Booking essential – email for details and booking page
Wednesday 1 July 〉 Jamie Hamilton – shiatsu for
acupuncturists
Sandra Hart 〉 07908 806027
Larissa Mosca 〉 07917 290899 〉
baccnorthwestrg@gmail.com
LONDON SOUTH WEST
Saturday 28 March, 10am-5pm, £50 tbc 〉
DannyBlyth – Chinese Dietary Wisdom 〉 Helios
Centre, 116 Judd Street, London WC1H 9NS
Fundamentals of Chinese nutrition – flavour,
temperatures and food types – plus what makes
good, appropriate and achievable dietary advice
Thursdays 9 April, 7 May, 4 June 〉 details tba
Sarah Joseph 〉 07553 636841 〉
cybersarahj@gmail.com
SOMERSET
Saturday/Sunday 30/31 May 2020, 10am-4pm tbc,
£145 〉 Jong Baik – Cancer and Palliative Care 〉 Nine
Springs Natural Health Care Centre, 70 Hendford,
Yeovil, Somerset BA20 1UR
In-depth look at disease and treatment techniques
£50 deposit by 27 March, first come first served –
email Kay to book your place
Kay Hay 〉 07882 793528 〉 kay.hay@outlook.com
SURREY
Tuesday 5 May, 10am-1pm, £5 〉 Discussing case histories 〉
Ripley Village Hall, High Street, Ripley, GU23 6AF
Come and talk about your most interesting or
challenging case from the last 12 months – no
presentation needed, just a few minutes each
Tuesdays 8 September, 10 November 〉 details tba
Cost covers expenses – light refreshments available
and plenty of time for networking – new members
always welcome
STUDENTS WELCOME
Sarah Casbolt 〉 07714 721969 〉
sarah@acupuncturehealthcare.co.uk
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WALES SOUTH WEST
Monday 27 April, 9.30am-5pm, £37.50 〉 Alex from
East-West Healthcare – First Aid at Work 〉 Waverley
Stores, 23 Lammas Street, Carmarthen SA31 3AL
Course subsidised by the BAcC – without subsidy
cost would be £75 – includes certificate valid for
three years
Half-day refresher – without certificate – available
for £15
Rachel Edney 〉 07815 097473 〉
racheledney1@btinternet.com
WARWICKSHIRE
Monday 27 April, 10am-4pm, £50 maximum 〉 Jong
Baik – Korean Hand Acupuncture 〉 The Acupuncture
Academy, 32 Hamilton Terrace, Leamington Spa
CV32 4LY
£25 deposit by 16 March to secure a place – full
refund should course not run
If enough attendees we hope to only charge £25 –
please tell colleagues
ALL MEMBERS WELCOME
Heather Adams 〉 07929 260039 〉
aloeheather@yahoo.co.uk
Kathleen Conway 〉 07813 120747 〉
kath.acup2015@gmail.com
WILTSHIRE
Wednesday 6 May, 6-9pm, £5 〉 Rhian Osborne –
Deep Needling Trigger Points Salisbury local area tba
Rhian, well-known local osteopath, will share her
knowledge and experience of safe and effective deep
needling, with opportunities to practise
Cost contributes to expenses
Monday 29 June, Tuesday 22 September 〉 details tba
STUDENTS WELCOME
Kay Hay 〉 07882 793528 〉 kay.hay@outlook.com
YORKSHIRE SOUTH
Friday 1 May, all day, approx £50 tbc 〉 Alex from
East-West Healthcare – First Aid at Work 〉 close to
Sheffield train station, tbc
Course subsidised by the BAcC – open to South Yorks
group only until 1 February – any remaining places
open to any other member, first come first served
Kat Love 〉 07904 953304 〉
katlovesacupuncture.co.uk
YORKSHIRE WEST
Saturday 25 April, 10am-12 noon 〉 John
Donegan will lead a short workshop on qigong
for musculoskeletal issues that can be used with
patients 〉 Halifax Friends Meeting House, Clare Road,
Halifax HX1 2HX
The venue is upstairs with no disabled access. Parking
on site. 10 minute walk from bus and train station
Venue upstairs with no disabled access, ten-minute
walk from bus and train station – onsite parking
ALL MEMBERS & STUDENTS WELCOME
Caitlin Allen 〉 07971 927675 〉
acupuncture@caitlinallen.co.uk
Rachael Hardiman 〉 07951 762861 〉
acupuncturerachael@ gmail.com

REGIONAL GROUPS
ASHDOWN FOREST & WEST SUSSEX
Ninette Sapir 〉 01342 826374
nsapir@yahoo.co.uk
Ioonah Woods 〉 07719 576652
ioonahwoods@gmail.com
BEDFORDSHIRE
Louise England 〉 07933 046232
tweega@btinternet.com
BERKSHIRE
Kim Child 〉 07563 537872
kimchild@me.com

BRIGHTON & HOVE
Barbara Cooke-Hider 〉 07710 713621
babtut@gmail.com
BRISTOL & NORTH SOMERSET
Lynda French 〉 07740 435245
lyndafrenchacupuncture@gmail.com
CAMBRIDGESHIRE & NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE
Leah Claydon 〉 07555 339590
Iga Amal Czarnawska-Iliev 〉 07515 886727
cambshertsrsg@gmail.com
CHESHIRE MERSEYSIDE & NORTH WALES
Jackie Fairweather 〉 07398 450390
bacc.jackie@gmail.com
DERBYSHIRE & NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Sharon Waltho 〉 07941 567053
enquiries@sharonwalthoacupuncture.co.uk
Marianne Sterland 〉 07902 259 485
mariannesterland@gmail.com
EAST SUSSEX
Terry Simou 〉 07802 423127
terry@tsclinic.co.uk
EXETER & SOUTH WEST
Robin Costello 〉 01392 424276
ancotello@yahoo.co.uk
HAMPSHIRE
Sahar Hooti 〉 020 7129 7552
info@acucareclinic.co.uk
HEREFORDSHIRE & WORCESTERSHIRE
Debbie Smith 〉 01544 327447
58debbs@gmail.com
HERTFORDSHIRE & ESSEX
Manvinder Hutchings 〉 07940 345203
vindy.hutchings@gmail.com
LANCASHIRE
Sandra Hart 〉 07908 806027
Larissa Mosca 〉 07917 290899
baccnorthwestrg@gmail.com
LEICESTERSHIRE & RUTLAND
Catherine Esworthy 〉 07547 054666
cath@catherineesworthy.co.uk
LINCOLNSHIRE
Jackie Betts 〉 07515 740512
jackiebetts17@gmail.com
LONDON NORTH & NORTH WEST
Michelle Dawes-Jenkins 〉 07775 273399
Stacey Chapman 〉 09710 468850
nnwlondonregionalgroup@gmail.com
LONDON SOUTH EAST
Susana Pires 〉 07985 448102
susana@fertilitypoint.co.uk
LONDON SOUTH WEST & CENTRAL
Sarah Joseph 〉 07553 636841
info@acupuntureaccess.co.uk
LONDON WEST
Susanne Weichhardt 〉 07411 009595
susanne_weichhardt@yahoo.com
Natalie Johnson 〉 07444 919040
roseacupuncture@yahoo.com
MANCHESTER GREATER
Philip Trubshaw 〉 07970 693827
p.j.trubshaw@gmail.com
MIDLANDS WEST
Jacki Winkett 〉 07752 563042
jackiwinkett@btinternet.com
Steve Lowe 〉 07745 893555
info@willowacupuncture.co.uk
NORFOLK
Rebecca Geanty 〉 01603 514195
Alan Longcroft 〉 07745 149735
baccnorfolkregionalgroup@gmail.com
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NORTH EAST ENGLAND
Michael Ranft 〉 07518 529234
michael@northumberland-acupuncture.com
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Philip Rose-Neil 〉 07913 641515
phil.roseneil@gmail.com
Spod Dutton 〉 01933 779973
spod@modern-acupuncture.co.uk
NORTHERN IRELAND
Susan Evans 〉 07966 885894
sueacupuncture@gmail.com
OXFORDSHIRE
Melanie Jackson 〉 07806 602464
melski72@hotmail.com
Georgia Rugg-Easey 〉 07944 233733
georgia.acu@gmail.com
SCOTLAND: ABERDEEN & NORTH
Sheila Harper 〉 07796 574625
sheila-harper@hotmail.co.uk
SCOTLAND: EDINBURGH & SOUTH EAST
Jonathan Clogstoun-Willmott 〉 07950 012501
jncw@enhc.co.uk
Angela MacLean 〉 07956 363507
info@limethistle.co.uk
SHROPSHIRE
Sherrie Thorley 〉 07856 177897
SherrieTAcu@gmail.com
SOMERSET
Amanda Rothwell 〉 07779 101095
amanda@chaliceleazeclinic.co.uk
Kay Hay 〉 07882 793528
kay.hay@outlook.com
SUFFOLK
Michaela Storer 〉 01359 408011
mstorer.suffolk.bacc@gmail.com
SURREY
Sarah Casbolt 〉 07714 721969
sarah@acupuncturehealthcare.co.uk
WARWICKSHIRE
Kathleen Conway 〉 07813 120747
kath.acup2015@gmail.com
Heather Adams 〉 07929 260039
aloeheather@yahoo.co.uk
WILTSHIRE
Susie Parkinson 〉 07706 650101
susie@downtonacupuncture.co.uk
Kay Hay 〉 07882 793528
kay.hay@outlook.com
YORKSHIRE SOUTH
Kat Love 〉 07904 953304
kat@katlovesacupuncture.co.uk
YORKSHIRE WEST
Caitlin Allen 〉 07971 927675
acupuncture@caitlinallen.co.uk
Rachael Hardiman 〉 07951 762861
acupuncturerachael@gmail.com
WALES: SOUTH WEST
Rachel Edney 〉 07815 097473
rachel@racheledney.co.uk

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
EAST ENGLAND & MIDLANDS
Balquees Ali 〉 01484 541095/07958 202313
alibalquees@gmail.com

SUPERVISION & MENTORING

Contact details listed below are for BAcC
registered supervisors/mentors who
charge for their service
BIRMINGHAM
Lucy Fox 〉 0121 449 9500
lucy.mannion2@icloud.com
BRIGHTON & HOVE, LONDON WEST
Sarah Matheson 〉 07808 633643
mathesonsa@gmail.com
BRISTOL
Jill Glover 〉 0117 377 1186
acupuncture@almavalecentre.co.uk
CAMBRIDGE
Frankie Luckock 〉 07771 28524
frankieluckock@me.com
CHESHIRE, LIVERPOOL, NORTH WALES &
MERSEYSIDE
Lucy Griffiths 〉 07712 462743
LGTCMA@gmail.com
DEVON, CORNWALL EAST, DORSET WEST
Sally Blades 〉 07896 369885
sallyeblades@hotmail.com
Sarah Horswell 〉 07981 141410
sarahhorswell@gmail.com
HAMPSHIRE SOUTH, DORSET,
ISLE OF WIGHT
Carole Parker 〉 07594 586821
carole.acupuncture@hotmail.co.uk
HERTFORDSHIRE & SURROUNDING AREAS
Helen Thomas 〉 07790 363867
helenthomastcm@aol.com
HERTFORDSHIRE, ST ALBANS
Sarah Barnard 〉 07968 140516
s.h.barnard@btinternet.com
LANCASHIRE & NORTH WEST ENGLAND
Cathy Chapman 〉 01524 67707
castleviewclinic@hotmail.co.uk
LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE
Caitlin Allen 〉 07971 927675
acupuncture@caitlinallen.co.uk
LONDON
Jane Broughton 〉 07957 362180
jane@nottinghillacupuncture.com
LONDON CENTRAL & LONDON SOUTH EAST
Doug Foot 〉 07818 068262
dougfoot@gmail.com
LONDON GREATER
Pia Huber 〉 07719 987933
info@help2helpyourself.co.uk
LONDON NORTH EAST
Maggie Bavington 〉 07802 954490
maggiebavington@gmail.com
LONDON NORTH, FINCHLEY CENTRAL & HERTFORD
Angelika Strixner 〉 07791 516733
strixner_craniosacral@hotmail.com
LONDON NORTH & HERTFORDSHIRE
Mary Hurley 〉 01923 240793
mary@maryhurley.com

Community
LONDON NORTH WEST
Naava Carman 〉 0345 310 5354
naava@fertilitysupport.co.uk
LONDON SOUTH, SOUTH WEST, WEST & EAST
Mina Haeri 〉 07957 726072
info@minahaeriacupuncture.co.uk
LONDON WEST & CENTRAL
Kim Chan 〉 07947 361021
kimsclinic@icloud.com
LOUGHBOROUGH, EAST MIDLANDS
Catherine Esworthy 〉 07547 054666
cath@catherineesworthy.co.uk
MIDLANDS & LEAMINGTON SPA
Debbie Collins 〉 07960 040985
info@debbiecollins.co.uk
MIDLANDS WEST & WORCESTERSHIRE
Holly Timmermans 〉 0121 449 9500
holly.net1@tiscali.co.uk
MIDLANDS & YORKSHIRE WEST, SOUTH & NORTH
Di Shimell 〉 07866 417830
di.shimell@gmail.com
NORTHERN IRELAND
Susan Evans 〉 07966 885894
sueacupuncture@gmail.com
OXFORD
Sue Pennington 〉 01865 776759
suepennington@yahoo.com
OXFORDSHIRE SOUTH
Frances Turner 〉 07510 710245
francesturner.info@gmail.com
SOMERSET, DORSET & WILTSHIRE
Jane Robinson 〉 07968 182455
jane@ninespringsclinic.org
SOMERSET NORTH EAST & WILTSHIRE
Teresa Jane Syed 〉 07726 512868
info@radiant-body.co.uk
SUSSEX EAST, LONDON
Amanda Edward 〉 07703 561616
amanda@awakentoheal.com
YORK
Alison Gould 〉 07792 596262
alisonjgould@aol.com
YORKSHIRE WEST
Joanne Dyson 〉 07798 627037
acumedica@gmail.com
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Silver
anniversary
celebration in
Winchester

OFFICE
ACU. & PUBLICATIONS
Ann Gordon
020 8735 1204
ann@acupuncture.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP
Carol Daglish
020 8735 1218
carol@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

M T W T

Joan Maynard
joan@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

Come and join in celebrating our silver anniversary!
To book your place, and let us know any dietary
requirements – gluten free or allergies – please contact
Susan Woodhead

Susan Woodhead 〉 01962 866903 (24-hour
answerphone) 〉 swoodhead40@googlemail.com

WELCOME
Congratulations to the following graduate practitioners who are now eligible to
register as BAcC members.
COLLEGE OF INTEGRATED CHINESE
MEDICINE
Nagib Afilal
Alison Ayers
Elizabeth Caroline Broadhouse
Sarah Bye
Elda Natalia Edwards
Maudie Jane Evitt
Ella Fletcher
Efthymios Foteinos
Rafal Gierula
Francesca Claire Louise Green
Eddie Hecht

Beverley Holder
Mandy Horby
Laura Lewis
Thuchien Nguyenlu
Sioned Owens
Samantha Louise Roderick
Isabella Shallcross
Dawn Michele Towell
Michelle Ulisse
Raymond Vermiglio
Catherine Watkins
Laura Jane Wells

The copy deadline for this issue was 21 January 2020. We apologise to anyone
who graduated on or after this date and so will have been missed off this list. Your
name will appear in the next issue of Acu.
Please note: BAAB graduates have up to three years from date of graduation (ie
successfully completing the course, not the ceremony) in which to automatically
register with the BAcC. After three years, entry onto the register can only be gained
via fast track application.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Jennifer Norton
020 8735 1206
M T W T

F
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F
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Maria Safi
020 8735 1202
maria@acupuncture.org.uk

F

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Jane Debois
020 8735 1205
jane@acupuncture.org.uk

F

Silvia Sobral
020 8735 1207
silvia@acupuncture.org.uk
F

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT
Anna de Oliveira
020 8735 1208
anna@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

F

Gloria Jean-Baptiste Flament
020 8735 1217
gloria@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

F

REGIONAL GROUPS
Carol Clifford
020 8735 1216
carolc@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

F

RESEARCH
Mark Bovey
020 8735 1203
markb@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

FINANCE
Juliana Zipperlin
020 8735 1201
juliana@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

F

F

Sandy Williams
020 8735 1212
sandy@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

F

F

EVENTS & PR
Kevin Durjun
020 8735 1222
kevin@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

F

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Caroline Jones
020 8735 1213
cjones@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

DISPLAY MATERIALS
Carmela Chester
020 8735 1219
carmela@acupuncture.org.uk

F

Jon Farrow
020 8735 1209
jon@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

CPD & EDUCATION
Jane Debois
020 8735 1205
jane@acupuncture.org.uk

M T W T

ALL MEMBERS AND STUDENTS WELCOME

F

ADMISSIONS & STUDENT SERVICES
Natalie Johnson
020 8735 1210
natalie@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T

Sunday 26 April, 1-4.30pm, free to
all 〉 BAcC members are invited to
a special event to mark the 25th
anniversary of the founding of
the BAcC, with speakers and light
refreshments 〉 Colden Common
Community Centre, St Vigor Way,
Colden Common, Winchester,
Hampshire SO21 1UU
Colden Common is a village on the
outskirts of the historic cathedral city
of Winchester, close to the M3 motorway
and just an hour by train from London
Waterloo – plenty of free parking at the venue
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F

F

SAFE PRACTICE
Hannah Bowie-Carlin
020 8735 1226
hannah@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T
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WEBSITE
Gavin Erickson
gavin@acupuncture.org.uk
M T W T
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Classifieds
SUBMISSIONS
Acu. is for you and by you, so we invite you
all to share your opinions, knowledge and
images in these pages:
•	articles can be up to 1,800 words, letters
up to 500
•	please use generic terms rather than brand
names where applicable
•	submissions are published subject to space
•	we may edit for length or clarity with
permission of the author
We reserve the right to edit or decline
any submission in which the content:
• may be in breach of libel laws
•	may damage the reputation of the BAcC or
its members
•	denigrates another individual or
organisation
•	is found to be inaccurate or misleading
•	is considered to be inappropriate to the
profession
And if you have something to say but you
don’t feel confident as a writer, the editorial
team is here to help you work your
thoughts into a finished piece.
Send your copy for the next issue of Acu. to
editor@acupuncture.org.uk

ADVERTISING

For up-to-date classified adverts and free posting for members go to the member website
Community 〉 Forum 〉 Advertisements

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BERKSHIRE
Opportunity at Berkshire Health Clinic, consulting
room available for an experienced acupuncture
practitioner in our new premises. Contact Toni Tucker
– tonitucker@btinternet.com or 07958 730157.
CENTRAL LONDON
Growing multidisciplinary clinic, Charlotte Street,
requires two acupuncturists for immediate start.
You will work in conjunction with osteopaths,
physiotherapists, chiropractors and sports. Please
call Marcin on 07874 383670 to come visit us.
EAST DULWICH, LONDON SE22
Acupuncturist required to join busy and expanding
practice in East Dulwich, specialising in women’s
health. Experience with gynaecology, fertility and
obstetrics is essential. Please email mckayacu@
gmail.com if you are interested.
FOREST HILL, LONDON SE23
Acupuncturist required to join a practice specialising
in fertility, gynaecology, pregnancy and all aspects
of women’s health, in South East London. For more
details, please contact Claire on 07957 641946 or
email battersby_claire@hotmail.com
NORTH HAMPSHIRE
Multidisciplinary clinic established 25 years, nestling
in the beautiful countryside, requires a qualified
acupuncturist to join their team. Please phone
01420 544848 or email your details to
enquiry@alternativeshealthclinic.co.uk

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
EDINBURGH, IN OR NEAR
I’m looking for someone to support/assist, who in
turn can support me to refresh my acupuncture
skills. I am a graduate with friendly character, 400
hours clinical training, and research experience.
Fraser: 07421 994872 or fkallan@phonecoop.coop

FOR SALE
WEST MIDLANDS
Due to upcoming retirement, busy established
practice for sale, in West Midlands, treating
25-30 clients per week. Rented premises with
two treatment rooms. Further details www.
pelsallacupuncture.com – contact 07726 932111 or
email adrianbirch@hotmail.com

MISCELLANEOUS
MORE CLASSIFIEDS WANTED!
Classified ads are free to BAcC members… for
more than just sits vac. Any study books to pass
on? Looking for a treatment couch? You can reuse,
recycle, and reach out to fellow members right here!

For full details of our advertising policy,
guidelines and rates, please contact
editor@acupuncture.org.uk
NB Whenever we edit or decline a
submission we keep full records of our
decision and all relevant correspondence.

Contribute!

Your
Acu.

In this summer's bumper 25th anniversary
Open House issue, we'll be looking globally at
the state of acupuncture.
Let’s explore the history of its development and
adoption, the rich diversity of classical styles
and lineages, the most innovative of its modern
forms, and how it's practised round the world.

Issue
#27...

Send your thoughts, submissions and pictures
regarding these, or any other issues, to
editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

NEW Ecologically packaged
needles with plastic-free guide
tubes – the eco-friendliest
needles on the market
Together we can make a difference
●

●

Guide Tube: We have replaced the
plastic guide tube with bamboo
sourced from sustainably managed
forests and 100% biodegradable.
Our tubes are individually protected
in Glassine paper which is 100%
recyclable and will decompose
into just CO2 and water.

●

Sterilisation: We are using Gamma
Ray sterilisation which is cleaner and
safer than traditional E.O. gas and
provides a 5 year shelf-life, reducing
wastage of outdated needles.

●

NEEDLE STYLES
AVAILABLE:
Traditional Chinese style
handle with loop
500 needles per box
5 needles per pouch
20 bamboo guide tubes

Packaging: Our needle packaging is
now 100% recyclable. We are using
a combination of PE (polythene)
and paper for the backing and PET
(polyethylene terephthalate) for the
front combined, with Glassine paper.
This not only makes it recyclable but
reduces the packaging weight by 80%.
Needles: Using the highest grade
surgical stainless steel and the latest
automated production equipment
ensures consistent high-quality
sharpness of the needle tip. Our
needles are coated in Dow Corning
MDX4-4159 50% medical grade
dispersion.
Blister packages from 1,000 needles
is equivalent to 18 plastic water bottles

Korean style handle
1000 needles per box
10 needles per pouch
20 bamboo guide tubes
Japanese style plastic
handle
Under development.
Availability estimated
March 2020
Bamboo tubes can be
purchased separately

Visit: www.jcm.co.uk/econeedlepackaging
to be kept up to date with our ongoing
eco developments

The solution is less pollution

Balance Healthcare
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32 Hamilton Terrace
Leamington Spa
Warwickshire
01926 730284
www.theacupunctureacademy.org.uk

Starting in August 2020, The Acupuncture Academy will be running an
exciting new course, over ten months, for any TCM or Stems
practitioners who are interested in working with the Five Elements
in their clinical practices.
This course will run over twelve months, and will include five weekend,
skills-based workshops, as well as ongoing forums and bespoke elessons, all designed to support attendees into a confident working
knowledge of this fascinating and life-changing style of practice.
For further information, please head to our website, or contact us
directly through cpdinfo@theacupunctureacademy.org.uk

Tuina & Qi Gong
Apothecary Natural Health Centre
London & Wales
Rosey Grandage & Sandra Hill

_____________________________________________

Tuina: External Musculo-Skeletal Conditions
5 Day Course: 4, 5, 6, 25, 26 April
Tuina: Internal Conditions
5 Day Course: 6, 7, 8, 20, 21 June

www.apothecarycentre.org.uk/london-courses/

_________________________________________________________

Qi Gong & Chinese Medicine Retreats
in the Brecon Beacons
18 19 July: Qi Gong, Walking & Discussion
15 16 August: Qi Gong, Walking & Discussion

www.apothecarycentre.org.uk/brecon-courses/

____________________________________________________________________________

info@apothecarycentre.org.uk
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Encircling Glory

British Conference of Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine
18-20 September 2020
De Vere Staverton Estate, NN11 6JT

Proud sponsors of the British Conference of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine 2020

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

JAPANESE ACUPUNCTURE LONDON

BAMBOO MOXA

From classical traditions to modern innovations

A series of 3 workshops applying traditional moxa with Bamboo Tubes
Mastering the application of moxa is an essential skill in the practice of Oriental Medicine
and bamboo tubes provide a safe and efficient delivery mechanism. This is a unique
opportunity to study with three international Moxibustion specialists

AUTUMN 2020 - City College of Acupuncture, London

MIZUTANI BAMBOO MOXA
with Junji Mizutani Sensei

FUKAYAKYU-HO
with Felip Caudet

5th & 6th September 2020

10th & 11th October 2020

ONTAKE WARM BAMBOO
with Oran Kivity
14th & 15th November 2020

For more information about these workshops and for bookings contact:

www.japaneseacupuncturelondon.com
m.fixler@japaneseacupuncture.com

OR

www.fionahurlock.com
fiona@fionahurlock.com

Online continuing education
for Chinese Medicine
Online courses by world-renowned author and practitioner
Giovanni Maciocia® in Chinese Medicine (all CEU accredited)
providing high quality education to practitioners
and students.

Clinical Application

No Time Limit

The emphasis of all online
courses will be on the
clinical application
of Chinese medicine.

Continue to refer to
the course material even
after taking the test
and gaining CEUs.

DISCOU U
re a d e r s
To all AC

unt
’ as disco
Enter ‘acu check out
code at

For full online course details
and to book, please visit:

maciociaonline.com
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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Convenient
Online courses are a much
more convenient, quick
and cost-effective way
of getting CEUs.

All online courses are
registered to provide
CEUs – 29 professional
courses available including
Treatment of Anxiety and
Insomnia, Tongue Diagnosis
and many more.

50%NT

MENTORING/SUPERVISION
The following practitioners have all completed Postgraduate
training in mentoring/supervision specifically for acupuncturists
and are in continuing supervision with Isobel Cosgrove,
Sally Blades or Alison Gould
Contact your nearest practitioner to join a group, or for individual sessions
Argyll, West Coast
of Scotland
Emma Vaughan
01546 606611

Hertfordshire
cont.
Gail Lazarus
07946 231075

Birmingham
Lucy Fox
0121 449 9500

Helen Thomas
07790 363867

Holly Timmermans
0121 449 9500
Bristol & North
Somerset
Charlotte Brydon-Smith
07900 814100
Jackie Pamment
01934 876558
Cambridge
Frankie Luckock
07717 285248
Dorset/Hants/
Isle of Wight
Carole Parker
01983 291370
Essex
Lorna Withers
07960 852338

Hertfordshire/
St Albans
Sarah Barnard
07968 140516
Herefordshire &
Welsh Borders
Sandy Sandaver
01497 821625
Ireland
Susan Evans
07966 885894
Lancashire
Cathy Chapman
01524 67707
Leamington Spa
& the Midlands
Debbie Collins
07960 040985

Hampshire & Surrey
Irina Bogdanova
07747 775362

Leicestershire &
East Midlands
Cath Esworthy
07547 054666

Hertfordshire
Kate Henley
07887 565174

London
Maggie Bavington
07802 954490

London cont.
Jane Broughton
07957 362180

Oxfordshire &
Berkshire
Frances Turner
07510 710245

Kim Chan
07947 361021

Reading
Magda Koc
0118 996 8574

Mina Haeri
07957 726072

Sheffield &
South Yorkshire
Di Shimell
07866 417830

Pia Huber
07719 987933
Angelika Strixner
07791 516733
London & Brighton
Sarah Matheson
07808 633643

Somerset & Dorset
Jane Robinson
01935 422488

London & Wales
Audley Parry Burnett
07980 986808
Manchester/Cheshire/
Lancashire
Joshua Enkin
0161 434 0195
Mid & West Norfolk
Kate Stewart
07899 953806
North Yorkshire
Julie Williams
07512 304444
Oxford
Sue Pennington
01865 776759

South West
England
Sally Blades
01364 73440
Sarah Horswell
07981 141410
Watford
Mary Hurley
01923 240793
West Yorkshire
Caitlin Allen
07971 927675
Naomi Nash
07725 842979
York
Alison Gould
01904 421032

“ As practitioners we offer our patients guidance, support and encouragement –
it seems a good idea to offer it to ourselves” Isobel Cosgrove
www.mentoringsupervision.org
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ICOM, van Buren House, Green Hedges Avenue,
East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 1DZ.

cpd@orientalmed.ac.uk 01342 313106
For further information on these courses and more visit:

SPRING–SUMMER 2020
Advanced Cert. in Integrated Cupping Therapy*
BRUCE BENTLEY
This course will provide you with a thorough working
knowledge of traditional and modern cupping. The
Advanced Certificate consists of both the following courses:

Master Class in Traditional East-West Cupping
22-24 March 2020 ~ £420
Modern Cupping Therapy
25-26 March 2020 ~ £280
*Attend five days to receive the Advanced Cert. ~ £640.

Gua Sha Day
29 March 2020 ~ £140

Interpreting the Zangfu Organs
of Chinese Medicine (3 seminars)
DEBORAH WOOLF
Three seminars exploring key characters and phrases related
to the twelve Zangfu organs to deepen your understanding.

Liver and Heart ~ 3 May 2020
Lungs and Kidneys ~ 13 June 2020
Spleen and Fu Organs ~ 14 June 2020
£75 each seminar (£70 each if booked before 14 May)

orientalmed.ac.uk/cpd-courses
Scar Tissue Rejuvenation and Trauma
Treatment – Using the Gold Teishin
PHILIP COLIN JAMES STRONG
Delegates will learn how to use a golden non-penetrating
needle, called Teishin, to offer an efficacious technique for
patients suffering the debilitating effects of surgery.

30 May 2020
£120 (£100 if booked before 30 March)

Facial Enhancement Acupuncture
PAUL ADKINS
Both theoretical and practical sessions, with opportunities to
carry out a full FEA treatment.

21 November 2020
£195

Tuina Intensive Courses: Musculoskeletal
External Conditions
ROSEY GRANDAGE
This is one of two intensive tuina courses in which we teach
a versatile range of techniques to enhance your practice.

3,4, 5 July & 18–19 July 2020
£435 (£390 if booked before 22 May)

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
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FIRST AID TRAINING & CPD COURSES

HOLOS HEALTHCARE & TRAINING Ltd / EASTWEST HEALTHCARE
Holos and EastWest Healthcare are both approved by FAIB to undertake First Aid at Work Training

www.eastwesthealthcare.info

OPEN EFAW COURSES 1-day
Emergency First Aid at Work
(EFAW) courses held regularly at:
♦ London;
♦ Bristol;
♦ Worcester;
ONSITE EFAW / AP FIRST
♦ Reading and
AID COURSES start at £45
♦ Leamington.
per
person
+
travelling
Cost £75 per person or £120 for 2.
(minimum size 7 people)

CPD COURSES 2 Day course
on treating Musculoskeletal
Conditions – an Integrated
Approach
incl.
Channel
Theory, Pricking the Vessels
Gua Sha, METs & orthopaedic
testing
£180 per person.

♦ East West Healthcare was formed in 2004 by Alex BRAZKIEWICZ (a Paramedic, Acupuncturist,
Tuina practitioner, Lecturer and currently a 5th Osteopathy student) to run alongside Holos Healthcare
& Training Ltd. He has been teaching First Aid for over 30 years and has studied Classical Chinese
Medicine & Channel Theory in Beijing with Prof Wang Ju Yi and Gua Sha under Arya Nielsen PhD.
♦ East West & Holos deliver HIGH QUALITY First Aid training in a FUN and INFORMATIVE WAY at a FAIR PRICE.
♦ East West also delivers CPD TRAINING for Healthcare Professionals in Leamington, London, Brighton, Reading and York
♦ For further information, email info@eastwesthealthcare.info, or log onto our website www.eastwesthealthcare.info

The CPD for Acupuncturists Treating Fertility
Five exclusive online courses from Naava Carman
Understanding and treating the immune system for fertility
and pregnancy
Treating complex diseases of pregnancy
A unique approach to PCOS, OHSS and other hormonal issues
Using TCM to support artificial reproductive techniques
Renewing and reinvigorating your practice with practical
marketing techniques

Taking experienced practitioners to the next level
These courses are designed for those with five years’ postqualification experience or equivalent expertise in fertility. They offer
new ways of understanding and applying TCM to treat infertility and
increase the success of Western medical fertility treatments.
A total of 20 hours of high-definition video content, resources,
handouts for use in your clinic, and a split-screen system to ensure
that slides always keep up with the speaker.

Take the courses individually or as a diploma
Complete all five courses to gain the Advanced Diploma in Fertility
Acupuncture and benefit from client referrals, professional support,
and free CPD.

Find out more, and sign up for free:
www.fertilitysupport.expert/register
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Acupuncture • Nutrition • Chinese Herbal Medicine • Online Masters Courses for Practitioners • CPD

MSc in Advanced Oriental
Medicine (Research and Practice)

MSc in Nutrition
Science and Practice

* MSc in Chinese
Herbal Medicine

ENTIRELY ONLINE PART- TIME MASTERS
FOR PRACTITIONERS

ONLINE ACCESS COURSE AVAILABLE
1ST FEBRUARY 2020

NEXT COURSE STARTS
IN SEPTEMBER 2021

NEXT COURSE STARTS IN SEPTEMBER 2020

MASTERS STARTS IN SEPTEMBER 2020

JOIN US FOR AN ONLINE Q&A EVENT

JOIN US FOR AN INTRODUCTORY EVENT

JOIN US FOR AN INTRODUCTORY EVENT

Dates and booking on our website

Dates and booking on our website

Dates and booking on our website

BOOKING NOW!

This is an International Certificate Programme
run in collaboration with TCM Academy of
Integrative Medicine

Part 1: Online module
Part 2: In York with Yair Miamon
13th and 14th June

till 16th
March 2020

£600
FULL PRICE

20.11.2020

0

£550
EARLY BIRD

2

with Yair Maimon PhD OMD Ac.,
Dr. Julia Hartung MD & colleagues

Join us for the NCA’s Research Conference

Researching
Clinical Practice
0
.11. 2 0

2

Oncology Acupuncture

FRIDAY 20TH NOVEMBER 2020
This year we’re going online– so researchers, students and
therapists from around the world can log in to watch a range of
fascinating presentations showcasing the latest and most exciting
research from the cutting edge of complementary medicine.

from 17th
March 2020

BOOKING COMING SOON!

To find out more or to book your introductory event place

visit www.nca.ac.uk or call +44 (0) 1904 343309

Northern College of Acupuncture,
61 Micklegate, York, YO1 6LJ,
United Kingdom
*Subject to Validation

The Third Toyohari Training Programme in the UK

2021

Neil
T : 07773 331807 E : ebtasecretary@outlook.com W : www.toyohari.org.uk
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College of Integrated
Chinese Medicine
CPD courses
Snow Wang

Bill Ryan

Everything You Want to
Know about Moxa

The Art of Feeling Qi
24 & 25 March 2020



16 & 17 July 2020 🐦🐦

Explore Qi in yourself and others
with a Qigong master.
This is a prerequisite for the
other Bill Ryan courses.

A practical course on the clinical
application of moxa.

Lorraine Taylor

The Art of Needling
with Qi: Level 1

The Point of the Journey:
The Art of Choosing
Acupuncture Points

26 March 2020

Build on your ability to feel Qi
and extend that skill into your
needling.

Dragon & Tiger Qigong
27 March 2020

Review & personal feedback
on each movement.

The Art of Needling
with Qi: Level 2
28 & 29 March 2020



Take your needle technique to a
deeper level using the power of
Qigong.
1 can be done
Day
separately and is a

prerequisite for Day 2

🐦🐦 Early Bird rate applies if you
book six weeks in advance

💮💮 New to our CPD programme
Sign up for CPD and General
CICM newsletters at cicm.org.uk.
Be the first to hear about new
events, receive updates and
early bird offers.



3 September 2020 🐦🐦

Jill Glover

Menopause & Miscarriage:
Neglected Areas of
Women’s Health
4 June 2020 🐦🐦

💮💮

Learn how to clarify aetiologies,
treatments and lifestyle
applications.

Rebecca Avern

💮💮

Explore the many ways we might
choose acupuncture points and
improve point selection.

Julian Scott

Healing the Eyes with
Acupuncture
1 & 2 October 2020 🐦🐦



Learn the principles and practice
of treating eye conditions with
acupuncture.

Nurturing the Young: Chinese
Medicine Principles to help
John Kelly
Children Thrive
Acupuncture Treatment of
18 June 2020 🐦🐦 💮💮
Acute Pain and Injury
For practitioners and parents: learn
how to help children develop into
happy, healthy adults.

George Peterkin

Mental Health in a
First Aid Setting
2 July 2020 🐦🐦

💮💮

Build knowledge and confidence
dealing with people who have
poor mental health.

15 & 16 October 2020 🐦🐦



Learn how to bring rapid relief
and recovery in acute cases of
many pain conditions.

College of Integrated
Chinese Medicine
19 Castle Street
Reading RG1 7SB
admin@cicm.org.uk

To find out more and book online go to cicm.org.uk or call us on 0118 950 8880
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
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www.eastwestcollege.co.uk
CPD Calendar 2020
Externally validated Emergency First Aid Training courses
run throughout Yorkshire, Teeside and parts of Lancashire.
Courses can be delivered on-site, at my premises in Harrogate or
at a venue near you in Yorkshire, Teeside or parts of Lancashire.
I regularly teach for the NHS, British Wheel of Yoga Yorkshire
region, non-for-profit organisations and commercial organisations.
My aim is offer bespoke courses to suit your needs (minimum of 4
people required and maximum of 12 on a course).
I am TCM Acupuncturist, Yoga teacher & Counsellor and have
been teaching since 2005.

23-24 April
In-depth Mai Jing Pulse Diagnosis
- Jamie Hamilton

7-9 May
Insights from the clinic of Dr Wang Ju-Yi
Channel Diagnosis and Point Studies
- Jonathan Chang
12-13 June
Fundamentals of Applied Channel Theory
- Jamie Hamilton (in Reading)
26-28 June
Live Well Live Long -Residential weekend
- Peter Deadman

3-4 July
Fundamentals of Applied Channel Theory
- Jamie Hamilton (in Edinburgh)

Contact Patti Hemmings on 07787 831275
info@firstaidtrainingharrogate.co.uk

10 October
A Classical Chinese Medical Approach to
Dampness
- Frances Turner

www.firstaidtrainingharrogate.co.uk

Human and Planetary Ecology 2020
A three centred learning approach
from a Five Element and

Battlefield Acupuncture

Novotel Hammersmith London
May 29th
In our third year of exceptional
masterclasses we are happy to announce
the return of John Howard presenting
Battlefield Acupuncture.
LIMITED SPACES – BOOK NOW!

The
College of

Auricular
Acupuncture

www.thecollegeofauricularacupuncture.com
T:0345 094 9186
info@thecollegeofauricularacupuncture.com

Permaculture perspective.
Human health and planetary health are
dependant upon one another for the harmony
of all living between Heaven and Earth.
March 21-22 Introduction to: Five Elements,
Food Energetics - soil to soul, Permaculture
May 30-31

The Wood Element

July 11-12

The Fire Element

August 15-16

The Earth Element

September 19-20

The Metal Element

October 24-25

The Water Element

Enquiries to info@lorihillman.com
Venue: OmVed Gardens, Highgate, London
CPD at TAA, Leamington Spa
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HS Speakers in the house!
ONLINE ACUPUNCTURE CPD

DEBRA
BETTS

DAVID
HARTMANN

YVONNE
FARRELL

EILEEN
HAN

JANE
LYTTLETON

CLAUDIA
CITKOVITZ

Learn from Acupuncture’s greats and
earn CPDs from your living room

BAcC members get 20% off all online courses
at healthyseminars.com
Coupon code BACC20 - Valid until April 30, 2020

www.healthyseminars.com

An acupuncture
career at sea
Practice your passion, follow your wanderlust
– Global provider and innovator
in the fields of wellness, beauty,
rejuvenation and transformation.
Hiring Acupuncturists to work
onboard cruise ships worldwide.
– Develop marketing and management skills while earning income.
– Refine your skills and change lives
while visiting exotic destinations.

APPLY ONLINE
ACUPUNCTUREJOBSATSEA.COM

– Be a part of this amazing and
rewarding experience.
– Applicants must be professional,
outgoing and passionate about
Traditional Chinese Medicine.
For more information,
contact Stephanie Kimber
stephaniek@onespaworld.com
+ 1 818 401 3353

